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Abstract

The behavioural, social, and cognitive skills that guide response to emergencies and
disasters make up crisis resource management (CRM). Emergencies and disasters are different
types of events. Both are crises with potential to harm. They differ qualitatively and
quantitatively. An emergency is a local event, manageable with resources usually available. A
disaster is bigger, involves multiple organizations, and has the potential for much greater harm.
Importantly, a disaster presents needs that exceed available resources. Though CRM is often
applied to both, the same skills may not be equally valuable in events of different natures and
magnitudes. The goal of this systematic review of CRM in disasters is to uncover how the
components of this framework may need to be adapted to extreme events and what other, more
disaster-specific skills may need to be considered. Awareness, decision-making, communication,
leadership, and teamwork are foundational components guiding management of a crisis of any
proportion. Extreme complexity makes adaptation, collaboration, and trust overarching themes in
disaster response. Education and networks, though not components of response per se, were
highly influential on the response phase and thus also included in this analysis.
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Crisis resource management in disasters
Life on Earth is at the ever-increasing risk of being wiped out by a disaster such as
sudden global warming, nuclear war, a genetically engineered virus or other
dangers.
Stephen Hawking
Disasters are global concerns. Every disaster event involves many people and many
teams, working in highly specialized ways to respond to both community- and individual-level
impacts. Though the teams will differ drastically in their knowledge and skills (medical care,
structural engineering, fire fighting, law enforcement, sewage and sanitation, transportation,
search and rescue, and many others), everyone involved in disaster response will draw on a set of
common skills such as Crisis Resource Management (CRM) to function together as teams
CRM refers to the set of nontechnical skills used in team response in a crisis. This is a
standard framework for teamwork and communication skills across the fields of medicine,
emergency response, and disaster management (Flin, O’Connor, & Crichton, 2008). Emergencies
are local crises whereas disasters are more widespread (Quarantelli, 2000). Disasters overwhelm
the capacity of a single organization and so require resources or personnel from other
organizations (Blake et al, 2014; Porfiriev, 1998). Disasters are characterized by a high degree of
complexity, uncertainty, and ambiguity (Alkhaldi et al, 2017). Disasters and emergencies are
different and require different response behaviours (Quarantelli, 1995; Quarantelli, 2000). Using
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a comprehensive review and thematic analysis, this research addresses how CRM may scale to
extreme events.
The problem
The overall challenge of disaster management is preparing for events that are infrequent,
but highly destructive. The increasing frequency of disasters, growing human population, and
urbanization with all its consequences, means that an increasing number of people’s lives depend
on effective planning (De Smet, Lagadec, & Leyson, 2012). But disaster planning itself can
inadvertently lead to inaction. Auf der Heide (1989) described the danger of a false sense of
security in response plans, called the paper plan syndrome (p. 24). A plan is not useful as an inert
document, but only as a guide to action. The more current digital plan syndrome recognizes that
lack of commitment is still a concern if the preparation engenders complacency (Alexander,
2008).
Applying emergency plans to disasters is even more problematic. Applying emergency
management paradigms to disasters leaves organizations ill-prepared (Sternberg, 2003).
There is a need for a framework to guide management of increasingly complex crisis
events. Quarantelli (1988) pointed out some problems with applying emergency
management principles to disasters. His terms preparedness planning and emergency
managing are comparable to disaster management and emergency management in this
thesis:
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Studies of disasters have demonstrated that organizational officials do not always
distinguish between the two processes or activities, with consequent negative results.
Sometimes it seems to be assumed that because preparedness planning is in place,
management of the disaster will only require implementation of the prior planning. But
preparedness planning and emergency managing are not simply two sides of the same
coin. (p. 374).
Definitions
Foundational to this project is the way the terms emergency and disaster are defined. As
per Tierney (2007), disasters and emergencies differ in quality and magnitude, as “disasters are
not just ‘big emergencies’” (p. 293). The United Nations (2019) points out that “there is a large
difference between the terms emergency and disaster” (Emergency and disaster management,
para. 1). Searching for articles on CRM that contain both emergency and disaster in the title
illustrates the confusion that exists. In the Web of Science database, for example, this query
returns almost 200 articles, discussing triage, ethics, or early warning systems in both disasters
and emergencies. Yet these two general contexts differ significantly with regards to the concepts
of ethics, triage, and warning systems.
Emergencies. Emergencies are time-sensitive, potentially harmful events that put life and
well-being at risk. Resources are available at the local level to prevent, mitigate, or minimize the
harm and a single responding organization is typically responsible (Oliver, 2010; UN, 2019).
Local resources, as a variable in the equation, can affect what constitutes an emergency, and what
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goes beyond. An event of the same magnitude, in locations or situations with different
capabilities and resources, may be managed within the organization (emergency) or need outside
help (disaster).
Disasters. Disasters can be considered “hypercomplex emergencies” involving multiple
people at risk of harm, multiple jurisdictions responding, and resources that are not immediately
available locally (Oliver, 2010, p. 8). Disasters require both a potentially harmful event and a
component of vulnerability (Blanchard, 2007). If an event overwhelms local response capacity,
whether by insufficient material resources or by inadequate social systems or structure, outside
help is needed. This is a disaster. Thus, the magnitude of an event that causes a disaster will vary
by organizational capacity.
Crisis. A crisis is a more generic description than emergency or disaster. A crisis is a
“critical event or point of decision which, if not handled in an appropriate and timely manner (or
if not handled at all), may turn into a disaster or catastrophe” (http://
www.businessdictionary.com/definition/crisis.html). In our paper, the word crisis is used
nonspecifically as an emergency event that has potential to evolve; an emergency as a timesensitive event with potential harm; and a disaster as an event larger and more harmful than an
emergency, with many people at risk, and where management requires resources outside of the
responding organization or department.
What do emergencies, disasters, and crises have in common? Simply, that something bad
has happened or is happening. When something bad and/or unexpected happens, it may
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be called an emergency, a disaster, or a crisis depending on the magnitude of the event
and the current phase of the event. (CDC, 2002, p. 6).
Catastrophe. The word catastrophe, more severe than a disaster, completes the spectrum
(Oliver, 2010). Many variations of the definition exist, but all suggest a magnitude of harm and
inadequacy of response capabilities beyond what would be considered disaster (see Blanchard,
2007). Whereas the distinction between emergency and disaster is significant, the same does not
hold true for disasters and catastrophes, and therefore, they are not considered separately in our
study.
Importance of CRM
CRM encompasses those nonclinical skills that minimize error and optimize team
functioning in stressful situations (Gross et al, 2019). Brindley and Cardinal’s (2017) manual on
CRM, Optimizing crisis resource management to improve patient safety and team performance,
opens with lines of praise: “Investigations, drugs and procedures don’t save lives. People do…”
and “human skills and teamwork saves lives” (Nickson; Maitland in Brindley & Cardinal, 2017,
Introduction). Sometimes, and inaccurately, considered “soft skills” (Laker & Powell, 2011; Flin,
O’Connor & Crichton, 2008), these components of team functioning can be more influential than
medical expertise in reducing error in complex environments (Gross et al, 2019). More aptly
called “technically relevant skills” (Flin, O’Connor & Crichton, 2008, p. 8), they facilitate the
deployment of specialized knowledge and expertise. Patey et al’s (2005) description of these
skills in anesthesia (Table 1) is widely applicable.
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Table 1
CRM categories and elements - the ANTS system (anesthesia non-technical skills).
Category

Element

Task management

Planning and preparing
Prioritizing
Providing and maintaining standards
Identifying and utilizing resources

Teamworking

Coordinating activities with team members
Exchanging information
Using authority and assertiveness
Assessing capabilities
Supporting others

Situation awareness

Gathering information
Recognizing and understanding
Anticipating

Decision-making

Identifying options
Balancing risks and selecting options
Reevaluating

Note. Adapted from Patey et al, 2005, p. 327
Components of crisis resource management
In this section we describe components of CRM. Gross et al (2019) found that CRM was
often described without sufficient detail to reproduce or measure. Specifying what comprises our
concept of interest also includes relevant behavioural components that are labelled differently.
Awareness. Awareness is an overriding concept involving perception, comprehension,
and projection (Bleetman et al, 2012; Patey et al, 2005; Shields & Flin, 2013;). Awareness
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involves gathering information in general and specific ways, both ‘scanning’ and
‘focusing’ (Brindley, Schoenherr & Howes, 2017, p. 2) to look for cues, threats, distractions and
try to understand what might happen next (Brindley, Schoenherr & Howes, 2017). In practical
terms, awareness is about monitoring the patient (or situation), team members, environment,
progress and changes to goals and plans (AHRQ, 2014). Information, guided by our experience
and education, can guide us towards an accurate understanding of the crisis. This understanding
has to be shared throughout the team. Team awareness is more than the sum of individual
awareness (Flin & Maran, 2004). Team awareness contributes to collective competence,
cohesiveness, and a shared mental model so important to the social aspects of crisis management
(Brindley, Schoenherr & Howes, 2017).
Decision-making. An oft-cited component of CRM is decision-making. Decision-making
encompasses and overlaps with awareness and cognition in general. It might be helpful to think
of decision-making as choosing a course of action based on the situation (Shields & Flin, 2013).
A component of that, then, is knowing the situation (Bleetman et al, 2012). Already, a
considerable overlap between concepts, here decision-making and awareness, is apparent. See
Figure 1 for an illustration and more discussion around overlapping terms.
Decision-making also involves identifying options and their relative risks and benefits.
Decision-making can be broken down into identifying options, assessing risks, evaluating, and
reevaluating (Flin & Maran, 2004; Patey et al, 2005). Adaptive thinking facilitates good
decision-making (Szulewski et al, 2017).
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Communication. Communication is another overarching principle in CRM. It is inherent
in all categories of nontechnical skills (Bleetman et al, 2012; Flin & Maran, 2004). It contributes
to a collective understanding as information is exchanged within the team. This shared
understanding enables and enhances situational awareness (Haig et al, 2006). It aids decisionmaking as assessments and plans are discussed. Decisions, delegation, concerns, updates,
observations, and feedback all must be communicated in some way. In simple terms,
communication refers to the exchange of information within the team (Shields & Flin, 2013). Of
course, communication is much more complex than that.
Good communication, good information exchange, involves not just saying the right
thing, but saying the right thing in appropriate and understandable language, at the right time
(Cooper et al, 2016). Good communication is vital to awareness, to ensuring a shared mental
model (Cristancho et al, 2017; AHRQ, 2014). The content should be “focused and goal-oriented”
(Cristancho et al, 2017, p. 25); the delivery concise and specific (AHRQ, 2014). The concept of
closed-loop communication is important in the CRM framework. Closed-loop communication
avoids confusion in delegation of tasks that might occur with less precise language. The request
is made, acknowledged, and reported when completed. The loop is closed.
So far we have considered communications as the content, ignoring the means and
methods. This is intentional. Communications systems and technology are specific to specialized
domains, not non-specialized, or nontechnical. Though the use of certain technologies may be
common between organizations, the development of that technology is not within the scope of
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this paper. Certainly the challenge of communication is common and magnified both by context
(disaster) and by technology. Auf der Heide’s (1989) paper plan syndrome may persist in the
digital era, as discussed in the Problem section, with technology adding concerns of privacy,
increased depersonalization, and much more efficient replication of information whether helpful
or misleading (Alexander, 2008).
Leadership. Leadership and followership are different sides of the same coin (Brindley,
Lucas et al, 2017). Leadership is about influencing (Cooper et al, 2016). Followership is
influencing from a different perspective (Bleetman et al, 2012). Clear team leadership, however
shared, maintains a global perspective and coordinates accordingly (Cooper et al, 2016; Patey et
al, 2005). The effective leader provides oversight (Brindley, Lucas et al, 2017). The effective
follower is enthusiastic, proactive, and disciplined (Brindley, Lucas et al, 2017).
Leadership is highly contextual. It depends on the task and the relationships within the
team (Cooper et al, 2016). It can change as the situation evolves (Brindley, Lucas et al, 2017).
Good leadership does not depend on seniority, but an understanding of functional expertise, and
appreciation of others’ capabilities (Brindley, Lucas et al, 2017).
Teamwork. One way of expressing CRM is simply as teamwork (Sutton, 2009). The
team must have a common language, a common philosophy of care, and a way of effectively
communicating those shared concepts (Sutton, 2009). The team must have a similar
understanding of the environment and possible developments (Carne, Kennedy, & Gray, 2012). A
plan is important.
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The plan needs to be made, shared, reviewed, evaluated and reevaluated (Carne et al,
2012). Individuals on the team have different roles and those roles must be clear (Flin, O’Connor
& Crichton, 2008, ch. 5; Carne et al, 2012). Good teamwork is using those team members
effectively, and calling for outside assistance when indicated (Carne et al, 2012). Good teamwork
can help mitigate cognitive biases like fixation and premature closure (Carne et al, 2012). A good
team has the workload distributed amongst them, is aware of each other’s roles, and supports
each other (Carne et al, 2012; Flin, O’Connor & Crichton, 2008, ch. 5). Good crisis management
is good teamwork.
Additional components
Collaboration and adaptation are components that are not typically included in CRM but
are useful to consider, especially in extremely complex events.
Collaboration. Cooperation, coordination, and collaboration are concepts and terms that
can be included in teamwork. Members of a team need to work together. Cooperation must occur
with organizations, and, as in a disaster, between organizations. Collaboration may be used
synonymously (see coordination in Rubin and Dahlberg, 2017; Martin et al, 2016, Abstract).
Collaboration, though, is better thought of as a higher level of cooperation or coordination,
where a much higher level of complexity, risk, and interdepedency exist (Martin et al, 2016).
Often there are no previously established relationships or roles. Ad hoc teams are the norm in
disaster (Quarantelli, 1998). Authority and roles are not clear, not established, and not
understood. Collaboration is the means of bringing team structures and tasks into focus. Havyer
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et al’s (2014) review of teamwork measurement scales that applied to hospital internal medicine
physicians identified 73! Too many to review and compare in any detail. But most scales are
based on common principles of leadership, teamwork, communication, and situational
awareness.
Adaptation. As complexity increases, all of these skills require adaptation. Good
decision-making, communication, or leadership in routine situations is basic competence. Higher
levels of expertise require adaptation to complex and novel situations. Adaptive expertise is an
important framework for learning and applying cognitive and social skills (Croskerry, 2018).
Other frameworks
By the necessary inclusion of so many perspectives, disaster research will always be open
to interpretation (Perry, 2018). CRM, as it spans many disciplines, will also be described in
different ways, not necessarily under the label CRM. Therefore, in addition to the literature on
CRM specifically, we can draw on relevant literature in areas like teamwork, resource allocation,
and competencies to understand the goals of this framework. What needs are being addressed by
the cognitive and behavioural skills that are being described? These descriptors can be
meaningfully applied to specific types of events. Each of these will be explored briefly for the
background of this study.
Teamwork. With multi-agency response, suboptimal disaster response has been
characterized by deficiencies in teamwork (Steigenberger, 2016). Disaster research suffers from
oversimplification, such as when teams are considered as simply a composition of individual
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processes (Schaafstal et al, 2001). Many informative reviews on teamwork describe necessary
components of behavior and interaction to guide the team in their task. Murphy, Curtis, &
McCloughen (2019) identify some perceptions around roles, leadership, and cognitive processes
in trauma teams that are applicable to any crisis. Trauma teams, as a single responding agency,
work in what would usually be considered emergencies but there are still useful principles for
our purposes. Some of the research reviewed takes place in this setting. The organization,
structure, and functions of teams is less clearly defined in hypercomplex situations (Abassi et al,
2018). Even more applicable, then, is Power’s (2018) review of ‘extreme teams’, characterized
by hypercomplexity and the need to coordinate between organizations where concepts around
coordination, cooperation, trust, and communication characterize effective response.
Allocation of scarce resources. Allocation of scarce resources is a concept that fits with
the definition of disaster. Timbie et al (2013) reviewed this topic in detail, screening over 5000
publications in the context of mass casualty incidents. Many of the findings were technical
considerations of medical systems, but the themes of adaptability and crisis standards of care
were common to other domains. This review encompasses another aspect of our research
question and was included in the final analysis.
Core competencies. Another way to approach this phenomenon is through the
perspective of core competencies. Core competencies are a way of making objective and
measurable the expectations and goals in knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary for
performance (Gallardo et al, 2015; Walsh, Subbarao, et al, 2012). Table 1 outlines such elements
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typical of a CRM system. Peller et al (2013) reviewed nonclinical healthcare core competencies
in disaster. The authors identified interpersonal and cognitive skills useful for teams responding
in austere environments such as teaching, leadership, critical thinking, and sense of humour. This
paper, too, was part of the final cohort of publications that together give a clearer picture of the
common ground in disaster response.
Seeking clarity
The use of these frameworks across and within disciplines is inconsistent and confusing.
A lack of systematicity in disaster research presents a problem in developing successful
frameworks that can be followed in response to disasters of a different type, intensity, or location
(Steigenberger, 2016). Power (2018), using research from many leaders in the field of
organizational psychology and leadership similarly described gaps in research, application, and
education of disaster management (major emergencies in her words). Many of these gaps are the
result of the focus of academic research on disasters being case reports or narrative descriptions
rather than analysis or experimentation (Goralnick et al, 2015; NSPH, 2014). This leads to a lack
of clarity in disaster preparedness, where training and evaluation are not based on concrete,
consistent principles but on fluid and ill-defined concepts.
Descriptors of successful disaster management serve as a useful starting point to
understand effective response. Brandrud et al (2017) studied prehospital response to a mass
shooting, identifying such things as leadership, training, and improvisation contributing to a
successful response. Willems et al (2013) did a qualitative study of surgeons in disaster response
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teams which also contributed to understanding CRM in disaster management. They identified
adaptability, awareness, broad thinking, and other nonclinical components that were valued.
There are also many descriptions of poorly managed disasters that are useful for understanding
what is lacking (for example, see Chan et al, 2006).
Clearly, there is heterogeneity in the context, methods, and content of disaster research.,
highlighting the need to distill generalizable components of response in disasters, situations of
extreme uncertainty and complexity. Quarantelli’s (1988) advice about considering emergencies
and disasters separately has been reiterated since. “There are sound arguments that disasters
require different competences compared with everyday emergencies" (Uhr, 2017, p. 302). Our
research accepts that premise and attempts to clarify those competences.
Relevance
Finding such clarity in this aspect of disaster research promises benefits in performance
and preparation. Reductions in human error is a well-documented outcome of improvements in
CRM in crisis settings. We posit that this benefit is most clearly demonstrated in emergency
settings while the benefit in disasters, with necessary adaptations, may be just as great. By
focusing on a disaster context, we hope to further our understanding of disaster
operationalization.
Reducing error. Acknowledging and managing inevitable errors are among the reasons
for the advancement of CRM. Technical expertise is facilitated by the skills of CRM. As for
prevention of errors, human factors are at least, if not more important in acute health care
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(Brindley & Cardinal, 2017, p. x). “Technical failures are not the main threat to complex and
potentially hazardous systems. Human factors, or a combination of technical, social and human
factors, are the actual threats” (Gross et al, 2019, p. 2). In response to costly errors, aviation
developed crew resource management and greatly reduced the number of crashes (Brindley,
Valiani & Hicks, 2017). Medicine recognized the benefit in other high stakes environments and
adapted the aerospace version, substituting crisis for crew in CRM (Gross et al, 2019). Now,
CRM is targeted at practitioners at all levels in many domains to reduce cognitive biases and
human error, the so-called human factors (Petrosoniak & Hicks, 2013). With increasing
complexity, increasing demands on cognition, larger numbers of people and organizations
involved, disaster response has a great need to reduce human error.
Disaster operationalization. Operationalization refers to defining abstract concepts,
such as disaster response, in measurable, observable ways (Psychology, 2020). What defines
good or bad response? If disaster response is improved through training, what is it that has gotten
better? This is operationalization. CRM in emergencies is well-accepted, though still not clearly
defined (Gross et al, 2019). In disasters, even less so (Samsuddin et al, 2019; Veheul et al, 2019).
There is little consensus on, even examination of, the specific skills and outcomes that constitute
effective disaster readiness and response.
Review question
This is a synthesis of the literature about CRM skills in disaster response. The purpose is
to understand the components of effective behaviour and communication within teams
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responding to a disaster. The different skills that comprise CRM, such as closed-loop
communication, role clarity, and situational awareness are well-established in emergency
settings, where local resources are adequate will be compared to behaviours identified in studies
of disasters, hypercomplex emergencies where local resources are not sufficient. Metasynthesis
is used to guide a thematic analysis of resource management skills in the two settings for
agreement or disparity. What components of CRM are supported by the literature for disasters?
Are they different than those skills preferred in emergencies? What other model could describe
effective and desired skills in team disaster response?
Methods
Much has been published in crisis, emergency, and disaster management. Teamwork,
team training, and individual cognitive and communicative techniques also have a large amount
of research behind them. The intersection of these concepts, how we define competency in
disaster response is murky (Verheul et al, 2019). A qualitative synthesis of the literature suits this
subject well and can be used for the development of a new framework that sets the stage for
education and further study.
Context
This review attempts to identify the components of CRM applied to disaster settings. This
includes CRM labelled as such, as well as components described in other frameworks such as
leadership, teamwork, situation awareness, decision-making, and communication discussed
above. This project also seeks to identify concepts of nontechnical team management useful in
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disaster response that are not necessarily identified within existing frameworks, such as
collaboration, cooperation, and adaptability. The context is disasters — complex, unusual, and
extreme events requiring the interplay of multiple organizations normally working apart. The
phenomenon is the description of skills not specific to technical expertise of organizations, but
generic to the application of their special skills within teams.
Population
Typically, systematic reviews start with a clear population in mind (Methey et al, 2014).
However, with qualitative data, it can be suitable to focus on the phenomenon of interest more
than a strictly defined population (Estabrooks et al,1994). Academic rigour demands that
research priorities be determined a priori, consistent with the methodology and phenomenon
under examination (Dixon-Woods, Booth & Sutton, 2007). Therefore, the population for this
study should not be defined by characteristics of the group, but by their activity, which in this
case is participation in a disaster event or simulation.
Disasters are, as defined above, high-stakes events involving multiple agencies,
characterized by uncertainty, chaos, and complexity. Not all disaster studies are studies of
disaster response. Disaster response necessarily depends on multiple agencies, individuals, and
interactions. As Finfgeld-Connett (2018) suggests, the search should be “broad enough to be
generalizable and yet focused enough to be contextually relevant” (p. 1). Broadness comes by
including studies in many settings requiring collaborative action across organizations,
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departments, or agencies. Hospital, prehospital, fire, police, military, environmental response,
official disaster response are all valuable contexts in which disaster response has been studied.
Contextual relevance is via a focus on the response phase of disaster management. First,
the event being studied must qualify as a disaster. An event of great magnitude, if well-managed,
can be contained. The organization is not overwhelmed, it is not a disaster. The other important
piece of context is a focus on the response phase of disaster management. Certainly other phases,
such as mitigation or recovery, are important. But when systems are overwhelmed, the majority
of adaptation and adjustment occurs at the local level, in front-line response teams (Van Wart &
Kapucu, 2011).
Though disasters have always been with humankind, 2001 was a landmark year due to
the highly visible terrorist attack in New York City. Emphasis began to change from hierarchical
command and control structure of emergency management to models more capable of
coordination and collaboration (Hanifen, 2017; Hu, Knox, Kapucu, 2014; Lerner et al, 2005;
Yanay et al, 2011). This event helped bring disaster management into public conversation,
certainly in North America, and, to some extent, globally (Beck, 2009, ch. 4).
Inclusion/exclusion
With this population and context, studies included in this review were in a disaster
setting, real or simulated and included observation, experimentation, or examination of team
behaviours in the immediate response. Sandelowski et al (1997) admonish against excluding
studies based on surface characteristics like stated methodology as they may contain important
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findings when interpreted carefully. Methodology alone did not disqualify publications from this
review, but educational studies, if solely measuring effect of an intervention on a predetermined
behaviour or knowledge, were not included. Opinion pieces were similarly excluded.
Philosophy
This study examines resource management from a post-positivist perspective. Positivism
asserts that only demonstrable and observable phenomena are meaningful (Lewis-Beck et al,
2004). Post-positivist methods recognize the always-present lens of subjective human perception,
but strive for objectivity and seek truths that exist independently of the perception of them
(Howell, 2012, ch. 3). Post-positivism developed from a purely objective stance of positivism.
Post-positivist thinkers recognize objective truths, but conjecture that these truths can only be
experienced through imperfect human perception. “Theory is not about the discovery of
immutable laws, but approximations of truth” (Howell, 2012, p. 53). Through criticism of
existing theories, new understandings emerge. CRM is an existing theory, its application
specifically to disasters gives new understanding. Studies that attempted to objectively identify,
observe, or analyze components of disaster response were thus scored highly with respect to
relevance (see Appendix B). Some attributes, behaviors, or skills can be objectively described
that facilitate effective disaster response.
Throughout this review, we use the term nontechnical skills to describe the common
skills necessary for effective use of specialized knowledge and resources. This is partly to
differentiate from specialized skills in disaster response. Medical care, structural engineering, or
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global informatics may all be involved in a disaster response. The specialized skills within each
of those domains is not realistically shared by all team members. The behavioural, social, and
attitudinal skills we discuss herein most certainly can and should be shared by all team members,
regardless of their specialized (technical) skills.
We also continue to use this term, somewhat inaccurately, because it is prevalent and
mainstream. As discussed in the Importance of CRM section, nontechnical is something of a
misnomer. There are skills that are specific, objective, and measurable within the domains of
communication, cognition, teamwork, etc. These are the objective truths we seek, through and
beyond human perception.
The methodology of this review is synthesis. To start with, we have to ask the question,
‘Can studies from different methodologies be synthesized?’ There are scholars on both sides of
this query (Dixon-Woods et al, 2005). Most of the studies included in this review are qualitative
in that they deal with descriptions, not numerical data. Classifying themes from qualitative
reports creates a categorization akin to quantitative data. Both qualitative and quantitative data
can be synthesized together (Dixon-Woods et al, 2005). By attending to detail in the research
question, methodology, data collection, and synthesis, combining heterogenous types of studies
and differing methodologies is a legitimate and credible academic endeavour (Sandelowski et al,
1997; Soilemezi & Linceviciute, 2018).
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Search strategy
Academic Search Premier, CINAHL Complete, APA PsycInfo, and MEDLINE with Full
Text were systematically searched for concepts that might describe nontechnical team skills in
disaster response. Titles and abstracts were initially screened for eligibility in capturing three
concepts: disaster context; nontechnical aspects of response; and team functioning. To be
included in the review, articles had to include all categories and be published in English since
2001 (see Table 2).
Table 2
Search Terms.
1. disaster or mass casualty
2. crisis resource management or nontechnical skills or leadership or communication or
cognition or decision making or awareness
3. teamwork or collaboration or cooperation or interprofessional
1, 2, and 3 combined using AND

Data extraction
Study selection
All eligible studies were reviewed using JBI Sumari (Aromataris & Munn, 2020). This
reference manager facilitates assessment of methodological quality, extraction of data, and
synthesis of findings. The search yielded 1707 publications. Titles and abstracts were reviewed
to identify all possibly eligible studies. Full text and bibliographies were examined following the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis (PRISMA, 2015) and the
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Joanna Briggs Institute methodology for systematic reviews of qualitative evidence (Aromataris
& Munn, 2020). Eighty-six studies were reviewed in detail and 42 included in the final review.
The PRISMA flow diagram details the study selection (see Figure 1).
Figure 1
PRISMA diagram.
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Assessment of confidence
Assessment of methodological quality was facilitated by ConQual, a tool developed by
Munn et al (2014), which recognizes that the question supersedes methodology, context, and
population. This is pertinent to a review that includes studies of heterogeneous contexts and
methodologies. With qualitative synthesis, relevance is more important than methodology
(Barnett-Page, & Thomas, 2009). The qualitative nature of different contexts can be preserved
while assuring a high standard of methodological quality (Munn et al, 2014).
Table 3
How dependability is assessed.
Is there congruity between…
1. … methodology and objectives?
2. … methodology and data collection?
3. … methodology and data analysis
Is the researcher’s…
1. … cultural or theoretical position among participants identified?
2. … influence on participants described?
Note. Adapted from Munn et al, 2014.
An overall assessment of quality is derived by assigning a score according to the type of
study and relevance to the question of interest. This pre-ranking is modified by assessments of
dependability and credibility, “analagous with the ideas of ‘reliability’ and ‘internal validity’ in
quantitative research” (Munn et al, 2014, p. 3). In this thesis, the question was to identify social,
behavioural, and communicative components of effective (or ineffective) disaster response. For
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dependability, the study had to answer a clear question with appropriate methodology and
interpretation, whatever the methodology or approach (see Table 3).
Dependability can be established if the research process is logical (i.e. are the methods
suitable to answer the research question, and are they in line with the chosen methodology),
traceable and clearly documented.” (Munn et al, 2014, p. 3). The dependability of the particular
study adjusts the overall quality score. If there is congruity in all aspects and the researcher’s
position and influence is identified, the overall score remains unchanged. The score is adjusted
down one point if two or three of the questions are unanswered or answered negatively. Two
points are detracted if none or one response is positive (Munn et al, 2014).
Table 4
How credibility was established.
Credibility

Definition

Unequivocal

Findings accompanied by clearly-associated illustrations

Equivocal

Illustrations lack clear association

Unsupported

Findings are not supported by data or lack any illustration.

Note. Adapted from Munn et al, 2014.
Whereas dependability assesses how well methods and data are matched, credibility
assesses how well the findings are established. Credible findings were those supported by
illustrations and interpreted as objectively as possible. Testing already-defined competencies
within an appropriate setting can be valuable and applicable. Simply restating dogma was
considered unsupported, however plausible the conclusion seemed (see Table 4). Unsupported
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findings were those unsubstantiated statements of an attribute contributing to effective
teamwork. Unsupported findings could also take the form of repeated dogma as evidence of
itself, or overly broad descriptions that could not be conceivably reproduced (‘good
communication’, ‘excellent teamwork’, etc). Unequivocal findings were those that were
objectively categorized and specifically described.
Credibility, thus determined, altered the quality score by detracting a point if there were
some equivocal findings, two points if all findings were equivocal, three points if some findings
were unsupported, and four points if no findings were supported (Munn et al, 2014).
Thus each study was scored very high, high, moderate, low, or very low (see Appendix
D). Munn et al (2014) consider this a measure of quality. Because of the many definitions and
descriptions in the literature of our phenomenon of interest, this overall score reflects relevance
and methodological quality. Goodwin Veenema et al (2017) asked a question very relevant to
ours, but methodologically produced only unsubstantiated findings. Van Wart and Kapucu’s
(2011) paper, on the other hand, was methodologically sound, but only somewhat relevant to the
research question and thus received a score of moderate. Still, the relevant points need not be
excluded because much of the paper’s focus was different than ours. Articles were not excluded
based on their overall score once past the screening stage. Disaster research is difficult enough as
it is because of the extreme nature of extreme events, as well as complexities of politics and
ethics (Gaillard & Peek, 2019).
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Table 5
Overall assessment: relevance and quality.
1. Pre-ranking
1. Very high - observation, experimentation to identify DRM (CRM within disaster)
2. High - observation, analysis, experimentation within established CRM
3. Moderate - expert opinion based on observations and experience
4.

Low - measurement of predefined concepts with efficacy

5. Very low - unsupported expert opinion, standard dogma
2. Dependability (alters the pre ranking)
1. 4-5 yes - no change
2. 2-3 yes - moves down one level
3. 0-1 yes - “ 2 levels
3. Credibility (move down 1-4)
1. unequivocal - “findings accompanied by an illustration that is beyond reasonable
doubt…” (p. 4) - solid, operational definitions, established
2. credible - vague descriptions observed, “equivocal… findings accompanied by an
illustration lacking clear association…” (p. 4)
3. not supported
4. Overall score. “This ranking can be considered a rating of confidence in the qualitative
synthesized finding” (p. 5).
1. High
2. Moderate
3. Low
4. Very low
Note. Adapted from Munn et al, 2014.
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Data synthesis

Synthesis
Ideas representing components of CRM or related concepts in disaster response were
identified as findings. Each finding was categorized. The interpretation offered by authors of the
studies guided categorization, but did not dictate it. We sought to categorize findings consistently
by the definitions clarified in the introduction of this paper. Estabrooks et al (1994) describe the
challenge of researchers mislabeling their findings, or categorizing according to unquestioned
dogma. Illustrations and supportive data help us to interpret findings from different contexts and
methodologies consistently (Estabrooks et al, 1994; Munn et al, 2014). In trying to find the
underlying meaning, some findings were labelled as one thing but more appropriate for a
different category by our examination.
Results
Studies included
Forty-two studies from a variety of contexts and perspectives were included in the final
review (see Appendix B). The context of 16/42 (38%) papers was natural disasters such as
floods, fires, earthquakes, tsunamis, and hurricanes. An equal number studied aspects of
interpersonal or industrial violence (traffic incidents, shootings, explosions, or terrorist attacks).
And ten (24%) involved multiple or nonspecific disasters.
The majority of included studies involved real events (23/42 or 55%). Ten studies (23%)
of simulated events were included. Five (12%) were systematic reviews. And four (10%) were
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focus groups. There was some overlap, such as a focus group considering past events, or a
review of real events. For simplicity’s sake, each publication was categorized only once.
All included studies included events that involved multiple agencies in keeping with the
definition of disaster. Some looked at those events from the viewpoint of a single agency, where
others took a more systemic approach. Multi-agency response or emergency management teams
were the described context in 36% (n=15). Emergency medical response, fire, and military and
civilian incident response teams comprised 29% (n=11). The same proportion (n=11, 29%)
studied events from a hospital perspective. Two review articles (1%) were included whose
context was not defined by the responding agency, but by characteristics of disaster response.
The rest represented a diverse group of perspectives (pharmacists, librarians, and power plant
operators).
As might be expected from the search terms used, a variety of phenomena of interest
were highlighted. That is to say, a variety of descriptors were used to highlight the phenomenon
of interest - crisis resource management in disaster. Leadership, nontechnical competencies, and
collaboration were well-represented in the final selection of studies. Articles focusing on
communications, decision-making, and awareness were also included in the final analysis. Some
research tried to identify or test general principles of effective disaster response, with or without
a guiding framework such as teamwork, adaptation, scarce resource allocation, or disaster
preparedness (see Appendix B).
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Findings
We can examine the findings that fit within the CRM framework. Compared to an
emergency event, a disaster will involve more risk of greater consequence. Frequent reevaluation
is more important in disaster when the information is greater, from more sources, and with more
severe consequences (Cooke, 2015; Zhuravsky, 2015). Increasing complexity underlies the
impetus to consider disaster management separately from emergency management. Despite the
problems with the application of CRM to disasters, this remains an excellent description of
necessary team skills in any setting. Awareness, decision-making, communication, leadership,
and teamwork were all present as necessary components of team response in disaster.
In addition, trust, collaboration, and adaptation emerged as prominent facilitators of all
other components. Appendix B reports the individual findings in each study. Appendix C shows
how individual findings were grouped and categorized.
CRM in disaster, then, looks like a foundation of these — trust, collaboration, adaptation
— driving the traditional, and still important, skills of CRM. Figure 1 attempts to illustrate the
interconnectedness of these concepts. Education, though not a part of response per se, surfaced
repeatedly as a contributor, and sometimes a distraction, to disaster response. The contributing of
networks to a successful response could be considered a part of collaboration. The process of
networking must precede the event and, as such, would be considered preparation rather than
response. Some of the articles reviewed identified networking an important factor and thus these
findings are reported and briefly discussed in our work here.
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Adaptation. This is the keystone of disaster response. Adaptability is an underlying
theme of all other facets of CRM in disaster. Adaptation, flexibility, creativity, innovation,
improvisation were all considered in this category. Adaptability, or flexibility, is definitely a core
competency (Broz et al, 2009; McMaster & Baber, 2013; Peller et al, 2013; Van Wart & Kapucu,
2011). This refers to the ability to adapt in roles, leadership, responsibilities, circumstances,
decision-making, and problem-solving (Austin et al, 2007; Goralnick et al, 2015; Hayes &
Omodei, 2011; King et al, 2010; Zhuravsky, 2015).
Flexibility in task management can be called crisis standards (Timbie et al, 2013). This is
a form of prioritization. Certainly tasks are prioritized in any crisis. The emergency allows all
tasks to be completed. The disaster does not. Thus a new standard emerges. We recognize this as
crisis standards.
Flexibility was needed in documentation as systems disrupted and personnel
overwhelmed in disasters (Austin et al, 2007; Goralnick et al, 2015). Flexibility helps respond to
unforeseen conditions (Abbasi et al, 2018; Bearman et al, 2010). Flexibility is generally a
determinant of success in disaster response (Brandrud et al, 2017; Espiritu et al, 2014).
Awareness. By several different measures, awareness was seen as necessary for disaster
response (Hu, Chen & You, 2020; Marlow et al, 2018). The need for situational awareness is
great in crises large and small. But the form of awareness may differ between events of different
scope and magnitude. In disaster response, a broad understanding of the situation is necessary.
Roles change, risks become greater, and resources are lacking. Complete awareness is only
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possible up to a certain point, after which the collective awareness of parts of the whole depends
on trust between responding entities.
Situational awareness is comprised of awareness of roles, organization, needs of others,
and resources (Hayes & Omodei, 2011; Wilkinson, 2015). Role clarity is frequently identified as
a foundational principle of CRM in emergency response (For example, see Carne et al, 2012;
Flin & Maran, 2004). In disaster this was found to be true as well. Role clarity or role awareness,
is a key to situational awareness when the situation is complex, confusing, and dynamic
(Wilkinson, 2015).
Figure 2
Concept map.
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Procedural awareness, which is an understanding of organizational structures, who is supposed to
do what, was intertwined with role clarity. This type of awareness was also identified as a core
competency (Hayes & Omodei, 2011). Lack of organizational awareness was a barrier to
effective healthcare in one disaster event (Broz et al, 2009). And lack of understanding of other
roles on the team led to irrelevant and inefficient communication in another study (Waring,
Humann & Dawson, 2019). Being familiar with the command structure and the roles and
responsibilities of other team members fit here and was associated with good team work and
leadership (Marlow et al, 2018; Menegat & Witt, 2018; Steigenberger, 2016).
Awareness of available resources is another aspect of situational awareness that recurred
in our review. This could be knowing equipment, limitations, and abilities within the team (Hu,
Chen & You, 2020; King). It could also refer to the supportive relationships between team
members. “Knowing each other well” contributed to a successful response in the study by
Brandrud et al (2017, p. 811). Austin et al (2015) reported that teammates knowing each other
personally contributed to team unity. Collaboration increased because participants were familiar
with one another (Kristiansen et al, 2019).
Similar to knowing what others are capable of, what their roles are, and what their
limitations are, knowing what others need was a key component of the psychologically
supportive and thus effective team environment. Leaders who consider the needs of their team
were more effective (Hanifen, 2017). And a dimension of sensitivity to each others’ needs
contributed to excellent team performance (Austin et al, 2007; Hayes & Omodei, 2011).
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Also included in this category was cultural awareness or cultural competency (Hu, Chen
& Y, 2020). It is no wonder that from the perspective of groups coming from elsewhere to assist
local organizations would report the benefit of sensitivity to the culture they are entering. This
was the case in studies of disaster assistance teams by Peller et al (2013) and Willems et al
(2013).
Another description of awareness we found was shared awareness (McMaster & Baber,
2012). This might be understood as only the understanding that is common between all
individuals and parts of the entire team. But the amount of information to be processed in
managing a large-scale event is excessive for any single individual. Shared awareness is less
about the pieces of information known to all, but the understanding at the team level of all salient
information at necessary junctures, whoever the source of this information. Not the intricate
details (an unmanageable amount of information) but outlines, or shared mental models were
found to be most important information to communicate (Bearman et al, 2010; Cooke, 2015; Flin
& Maran, 2004; Power, 2018).
Decision-making. Not only what information comes in, but what to do with the
information - making decisions - is needed in the face of increasing complexity. Cognitive skills
made up a broad category of essential, technically non-specific, components of response
recognized in disasters (Peller et al, 2013; Steigenberger, 2016; Willems et al, 2013). Many
components of leadership, communication, and teamwork could be a reflection of decisionmaking and are described in their respective sections. In leadership, the team leader’s cognitive
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skills may be adequate in an emergency. In a disaster, no single individual has the cognitive
bandwidth to appropriately process the enormity of information. "With increasing task and
technological complexity, cognitive demands surpass the abilities of the single individual and
require that cognition be a team effort” (Collin et al, 2015, p. 415).
Communication. This was a large category described as a core competency (Hu, Chen &
Yu, 2020; Marlow et al, 2018; Menegat & Witt, 2018; Nasrabadi et al, 2007; Porche, 2009;
Steigenberger, 2016; Van wart & Kapucu, 2011; Verheul et al, 2019). Often, communication was
identified by the lack thereof, or the problems caused by insufficiencies of informationexchange. Bearman et al (2015), for example, found inaccurate information exchange to create a
barrier to effective disaster management. Indeed, increasing the number of agencies increases the
challenge of communication (Alison et al, 2015). One reason would be the different terms and
systems used by teams converging in a disaster. Power (2018) identified communication
problems arising from different phraseology used between teams not accustomed to working
together. A lack of clear, overall strategy also obscures communication (Alison et al, 2015).
Structures to guide communication, already in place, facilitated the response to complex
scenarios and the adaptation that must occur (Abassi et al, 2018).
Clear, concise, and closed-loop communication, key to good CRM, could be reframed as
clear, concise, and contextual communication in a disaster. While accuracy is ever ideal, the
magnitude of information threatens to overwhelm if not delivered to the right person, at the right
time, in the right way (Seppänen et al, 2013). The Goldilocks principle comes into effect — not
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too little, not too much — and is how disaster communication should proceed (Steigenberger,
2016).
Because of the extreme amount of information in a disaster, the same detail is included as
with a lesser crisis. More information by quantity alone does not improve collaboration. Better
communication means information exchange that is focused and contextually relevant. Transfer
of information builds on implicit understanding to facilitate the situational awareness so valuable
in crisis management. In a disaster, the vast amount of information and the many people involved
in the response makes the quality of information vital to successful communication and
awareness. There may be less global awareness of an exceedingly large and dynamic event, but
awareness of roles, strategic direction, the state of other team members, and the environment are
valuable for every individual involved. Situation awareness is partly comprised of anticipating.
The disaster cannot be anticipated and therefore anticipating uncertainty and instability might be
more apt.
Good communication precedes good decision-making. As teams coalesce, ad hoc, in
response to overwhelming demands in a disaster, multiple perspectives must be brought in line
with the superordinate purpose of the larger team. These different perspectives must be
communicated and negotiated. We should not be surprised that the core themes have so much in
common. Walsh and Downe (2005) suggest that when core themes have been identified, “the
links between studies may be reciprocal, complementary or conflicting” (p. 208). We found the
first two — reciprocal and complementary — to be especially true in this study.
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Leadership. Leadership was a recurrently-identified core competency (Hayes & Omodei,
2011; Marlow et al, 2018; Menegat & Witt, 2018; Nasrabadi et al, 2007; Porche, 2009; Van wart
& Kapucu, 2011). So was the category of interpersonal skills, necessary to leadership and
teamwork (Hayes & Omodei, 2011; Menegat & Witt, 2018; Nasrabadi et al, 2007; Peller et al,
2013; Porche, 2009). We consider leadership and teamwork together because of the mutual
responsibility of all team members for performance. And, the transitory and elusive qualities of
leadership discussed as shared and informal leadership mean the lines between leader and team
member are not so distinct.
Good leadership is important and, to be effective in a disaster, will be fluid and flexible.
For one, the conglomeration of individuals and teams must adapt to leadership that may be
unclear (Bearman et al, 2015; Khorram-Manesh et al, 2017). In addition, the extreme demands of
a disaster will necessitate a leader to become involved in tasks at times. Leadership must be
transferred if some general awareness is to be maintained. Informal leadership becomes
increasingly important for very large and complex events to be effectively managed (Filmer &
Ranse, 2013).
Clear authority and leadership structure was appreciated when present (Espiritu et al,
2014; Verheul et al, 2019) and problematic when absent (Bearman et al, 2015). Good leadership
was a determinant of successful disaster response (Brandrud et al, 2017). This was both in
personal attributes as well as in management behaviours. As to attributes, effective leaders were
open, humble, approachable, and calm (Curnin et al, 2020; Hayes & Omodei, 2011; King et al,
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2010). Exhibiting good management skills like coordination, delegation, and self-monitoring was
also seen as a valuable leadership activity (Curnin et al, 2020; Hayes & Omodei, 2011). Effective
leaders were both locally involved (Brandrud et al, 2017; Curnin et al, 2020; Hu, Chen & Yu,
2020; Seppänen et al, 2013; Van Wart & Kapucu, 2011; Vandevanter et al, 2017) and retained a
broad perspective (Filmer & Ranse, 2013; Peller et al, 2013; Willems et al, 2013).
An interesting divergence from traditional CRM was the importance of informal and
shared leadership emphasized in disaster events (Filmer & Ranse, 2013; Zhuravsky, 2015). Many
characteristics of disasters make leadership less clear: the extreme complexity of events, the
convergence of multiple organizations, and the emergence of new organizations and roles. In
disasters, and even more in real (as opposed to simulated) events, the lines of leadership are
blurry (Kristiansen et al, 2019). Even in a well-structured facility (a hospital), Filmer and Ranse
(2013) reported that “official leadership was rarely adequately maintained” (p. 172). In another
hospital setting, this time in a real event, informal leadership stepping up to the task proved
beneficial to the organizations and people involved. “Informal leaders…have influence and
informal authority without possessing any formal title” (Zhuravsky, 2015, p. 132).
Whether formal or informal, shared leadership was highlighted in disasters. Initiative
increases, teamwork improves, and a positive team environment is created with shared leadership
(Wilkinson, 2015). This attitude of mutual support is valuable and effective (Austin et al, 2007).
Fluidity is a part of this as shared leadership is more emergent than predefined. “Shared
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leadership is an on-going and fluid process which requires continuous evaluation within different
contexts (Zhuravasky, 2015, p. 132).
And any discussion about crisis management would be incomplete without the idea of
flat hierarchies. Strong hierarchies are not the most efficient organizations in disaster response
(Schraagen et al, 2010). Flat hierarchies are an ideal of CRM and were demonstrated in this
review of disaster literature as well. The lack of hierarchy was accredited with a supportive
environment (Austin et al, 2015). We saw further evidence of this concept in McMaster and
Baber’s (2012) description of “all men empowered” (p. 41).
Teamwork. Both adaptability and complexity alter the composition and operation of the
team in disaster. Larger events involve more people. The ad hoc and reactive nature of disaster
response results in "teams of teams” (Schaafstal et al, 2001, p. 617). With some exceptions, such
as disaster assistance teams, disaster response involves teams that have not previously
established working relationships (Power, 2018). Even the disaster assistance team will be one of
the resources usually foreign to local response. The larger team will still be ad hoc and the same
principles apply. Teams may have differing, even competing, goals and methods (Schaafstal et al,
2001; Waring, Moran & Page, 2020; Waring, Humann & Dawson, 2019). For example, the
priority of police to remove a potential threat may conflict with health care worker’s priority to
treat patients within a disaster area (Waring, Moran & Page, 2020).
Collaboration. In disasters, teams change (Quarantelli, 1988) as do the roles of
individuals within teams (Austin et al, 2007). In extremely complex events, teamwork becomes
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more difficult. The smaller teams of individual agencies may work smoothly, but encounter
problems with having to interact between organizations in the entire team of agencies responding
to the disaster (Khorram-Manesh et al, 2017). Coordination, cooperation, and collaboration all
describe this challenge.
When looking only at disasters, this was a new competency from traditional CRM
descriptions. Several papers found collaboration (Hu, Chen & Yu, 2020; Peller et al, 2013) or
coordination (Verheul et al, 2019, Steigenberger) to be a core competency. Coordination becomes
decentralized (Abbasi et al, 2018). Multidisciplinary cooperation is especially challenging and
problematic (Juffermans & Bierens, 2010). Coordination and collaboration are used
synonymously but have slightly different implications. Coordination is more general and refers
here to collaborative coordination in opposition to a more cooperative coordination more
appropriate to controlled emergencies. See the discussion section for elaboration.
Table 6
Principles of CRM adapted to use in disaster management.

CRM
category

Specific
components

Use in disaster

Task

Planning

Important, but consider the target — disaster or

management

emergency?
Prioritization

Especially important as not all tasks will get done.

Standards

Crisis standards.
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Must consider resources within team, and ability to
adapt to extraordinary demands. Must also consider
resources from outside agencies.

Teamworking Coordination

Within the responding agency as with CRM, but also
collaborating between teams.

Information

More information means a greater need for selective

exchange

and contextually focused communication.

Authority - formal

Fluid, shared, and informal leadership become vital

leadership

additions to formal leadership.

Assess capabilities

More difficult when working with ad hoc teams
without prior relationships.

Situation

Support others

Mutual support is essential in any team in crisis.

Gather information

Part of effective leadership is gathering quality

awareness

information. In disaster the consequences of the amount
and quality of information gathered are magnified.

Decision-

Recognize and

Less global awareness, but need relevant awareness;

understand

reliant on trust between individuals and teams.

Anticipation

Anticipate uncertainty and instability.

Identify options

Similarly important, prioritization more crucial.

Balance risks

Risks will be of greater consequence.

Reevaluation

Frequent reevaluation necessary.

making

A common contrast to collaboration is a command-and-control style of emergency
management. Where command-and-control is perhaps useful in authoritatively managing
emergencies, it consistently loses to collaboration in disasters (Goralnick et al, 2015; Hanifen,
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2017). While the principles remain valuable between different types of crises, CRM as seen in
emergencies looks a little bit different in disasters (see Table 6).
Networks. One of the best facilitators for collaboration was prior relationships
(Kristiansen et al, 2019). This is not exactly an aspect of the response phase of crisis
management but came up repeatedly in the papers reviewed. Networks, like everything else
related to disasters, are complex. They are highly contextual, dynamic, multifaceted, and unclear
(Lai et al, 2019). They were also seen to be a determinant of successful disaster response
(Brandrud et al, 2017). Networked teams make faster decisions than more traditional
organizational structures (Schraagen et al, 2010). Community-oriented is another manifestation
of a networking that has demonstrated value in disaster response (Menegat & Witt, 2018).
Successful disaster response begins long before the bomb, tsunami, or earthquake. It
begins with establishing relationships of trust and mutual support. In a small-scale crisis, team
members can rely on protocols, clear organizational structure, and established procedures. In a
large-scale event, a disaster, none of these will be intact and functional. People can only rely on
each other.
Underlying strong relationships is the concept of trust. In the disaster literature we
reviewed, trust facilitated all other aspects of crisis management. Trust promotes coordination,
decreases cognitive burden, and improves communication (Power, 2018; Yanay et al, 2011).
Trust improves leadership (Hanifen, 2017; Seppänen et al, 2013). Every call to lead with
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approachable authority, to work interdependently, and to communicate effectively is a call to
promote trust. This cannot be done in the midst of the disaster.
Thus far we have considered the skills of CRM independent of technical skills. This is
artificial, of course. Without specialists in search and rescue, medical care, security and law
enforcement, fire fighting, transport, communications, mapping, and a myriad of other
occupations, there is no purpose for CRM. Trust is a similar category, applying to all other
categories, meaningless in isolation. Collaboration and cooperation need trust (Hanifen, 2017;
Power, 2018; Yanay et al, 2011). Situational awareness is built on trust in people and systems
(Seppänen et al, 2013). Trust facilitated effective teamwork and leadership (Austin et al, 2007;
Hayes & Omodei, 2011). Even cognitive demands were connected to trust, as a secure working
relationships with the team allow for cognitive unloading, adding depth to the idea of shared
awareness (Yanay et al, 2011). And, of course, networks and trust go hand-in-hand (Kristiansen
et al, 2019).
So while networking is something that must happen in the preparation stages of incident
management, it was so strongly tied to the ability to carry out response activities that we felt it
necessary to include. Having prior networks established facilitates effective response. This is not
out-of-context. Coppola (2015), in his authoritative textbook on international disaster
management, describes the interconnectedness of the usual phases — mitigation, preparedness,
response, and recovery.
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“In practice, all of these factors are intermixed and are performed to some degree before,
during, and after disasters… while the response is often picture as beginning immediately
after disaster impact, it is not uncommon for the actual response to begin well before the
disaster actually happens” (p. 13).
Education. Not a part of response per se, but training activities were identified in a
number of studies as key contributors to effective disaster response. When identified as a positive
contributor, descriptors of useful training were continuous and regular, with an emphasis on
nontechnical skills (Brandrud et al, 2017). More often it appeared noncontributory, as in
emergency preparedness training not being useful in the disaster (Austin et al, 2007). Why this
was so is beyond the scope of this research project. But it is clear that plans and protocols do not
eliminate problems (Juffermans & Bierens, 2010). Planning does not equal preparedness
(Brandrud et al, 2017).
One study, Digregorio et al (2019), seemed to demonstrate a disparate finding as far as
collaboration goes, but made more sense when considered as an effect of an educational
intervention. Testing perceived collaboration, these authors simulated a train derailment and
tested pre- and post- exercise opinions of nursing student participants. The result was a decreased
perception of collaboration. Considered with other studies suggesting limited benefits to certain
disaster training, this is entirely congruent
A tangled web. The overlap between concepts reflects the interdependence of these
aspects of human behaviour and social interaction. There are extensive reciprocal and cyclical
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relationships between all concepts. Adaptation facilitates situational awareness (Wilkinson,
2015). As roles and circumstances change, so too must understanding and awareness. Only then
can information be targeted and shared appropriately (Waring, Alison et al, 2020). Good
information-sharing (ie communication) facilitates timely decision-making (Waring, Alison et al,
2020). Collaboration is accomplished through good communication by effective leadership
(Kristiansen et al, 2019; Waring, Humann & Dawson, 2019). Again, we refer to Figure 2 for
illustration of these linkages between concepts.
Discussion
The team behaviors described as CRM are guides for effective disaster management.
These skills are general; they apply to all teams, regardless of specialty. That is not to say that
these skills are generic, rather that they can be applied equally to all crisis situations. CRM as
described in emergency response should not be identical to CRM in a disaster. CRM from one
disaster to another will be similarly unique. The principles of adaptation, trust, and collaboration
are introduced here as guiding principles in disaster management.
Definitions
Much of this research hinges on the premise that terms need to be accurately defined.
This is not merely an academic insistence. Emergencies and disasters are different scenarios
necessitating different approaches and perspectives. It is not just the number of injured or the
magnitude of earthquake, flood, or fire that defines a disaster, but the complexity, resources (or
lack thereof), public involvement, and damages to systems and infrastructure (de Boer &
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Dubouloz, 2020, ch. 3). Managing disasters still benefits from the principles that guide
emergency management - preparation and planning, mitigation, response, and recovery.
However, just as disasters differ from emergencies both in scope and magnitude, so too does
disaster management differ from emergency management in depth and breadth.
This has implications for education and training. Studies have shown that reparation for
usual events involves practicing planned responses to predictable events by drills (Boradcziz,
2004). When local resources are overwhelmed, outside resources are sought. Training for this
type of scenario ideally focuses on flexibility, communication, and the ability to work outside
usual organization boundaries (Borodzicz, 2004; Borodcicz & Van Haperen, 2002). Disasters are
unpredictable so protocols are inadequate.
Communication
Communication is a fulcrum in disaster management, a magnifier of strengths and an
exposer of weaknesses. Here we speak of content rather than systems of communication, which
would be a specialized (i.e. not CRM) aspect of response. A disaster, with a great volume of
information from many sources, more teams, and more needs to communicate creates the
imperative for information transfer to be effective. The quantity of information and actors also
creates greater potential for breakdown. Additionally, given that infrastructure damage is
inherent in most if not all events that might be considered disasters, communication is highly
vulnerable (Auf der heide, 1989, ch. 4).
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While technology may contain the means for rapid information exchange, it also creates a
proliferation of information. With social media, the amount but not necessarily the quality of
information is multiplied many fold (Cassa et al, 2013). This is not an advantage in a situation
where focus and relevance are critically important and already challenged by sheer volume of
information (Goralnick et al, 2015).
Collaboration. Based on the above premise, collaboration becomes ever more important.
Personnel, leadership, and task management all occur outside the boundaries of usual practice.
Collaboration is the means of creating, negotiating, and reevaluating these boundaries. While
firm leadership is valued in any crisis, the command and control approach that may be acceptable
in an emergency is ineffective in a more complicated disaster (Hanifen, 2017; Hu, Chen & You,
2020). In fact,“command-and-collaboration" may be a better catchphrase in a disaster setting
(Goralnick et al, 2015, p. 5).
The subtle differences between the words cooperate and collaborate are informative. Both
are synonymous in the sense of entities working together to collectively achieve something.
Collaboration is cooperation among organizations that do not necessarily work together, for
example, two authors collaborating on a joint publication. In collaborative efforts, parties have a
shared purpose (Moseley, n. d.). When coordinating, parties are working together to achieve
another's goal, i.e. the goal was not collectively created (Moseley, n. d.). There is shared
ownership (Runge, 2007). In disasters, where multiple agencies must come together, some with
more authority and expertise in one area over another, collaboration seems most fitting.
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The literature shows that collaboration deserves emphasis for several reasons. First is its
importance to teamwork as described above. We must not forget that disaster teams will be
composites of many teams, and even loosely-organized groups such as volunteers. Collaboration
with volunteers does not always occur, but when it does, it can increase efficacy and satisfaction
(Haraoka et al, 2012). Lay groups and individuals from communities are similarly effective when
collaboratively included in disaster planning and response (Lebowitz, 2013).
The second reason is that inter-agency collaboration will only get more difficult in the
future. Organizations being brought together ad hoc will always be tested by competing agendas,
perspectives, and organizational structures. As the science and practice of disaster management
continues to evolve, the number of organizations involved will increase (Alexander, 2008). More
organizations involved in increasingly complex disaster management will increase the need and
opportunity for effective collaboration.
The third reason is the gap between research and practice. The endorsement of the need
for collaboration with community in the field of disaster medicine, for example, is poorly
represented in the academic literature (Lebowitz, 2013). Since Lebowitz’s (2013) literature
review, there have been more publications using the same search terms. Without an in-depth
review of that literature, the gap between academia and education remains (see Digregorio et al,
2019).
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Relationships and trust
Establishing and enhancing relationships within teams is a critical part of disaster
management. As discussed throughout this paper, the teams of disaster response are an aggregate
of many individuals and teams. Though not always possible, establishing relationships between
teams prior to a disaster will benefit disaster response enormously. Some allies can be
anticipated: emergency services, military organizations, and government may all conceivably be
involved early in a disaster. Relationships with and between these groups should be sought and
strengthened. No one can foresee who will volunteer to help in the fire or hurricane, what
emergent groups will form to fill unmet needs, or what established groups will take on entirely
new roles outside their usual operations. Networking here is not so straightforward. Levinson
and Mann’s (2009) advice applies: “True networking does not mean meeting people; it means
becoming the type of person [or organization] other people want to meet” (p. 1).
A whole new world?
We are confronted with risks of increasing complexity and rapidity in a world that is
increasingly technology-dependent and globally interconnected (Lagadec, 2009). Hilhorst’s
(2004) entire paradigm of disaster management is based on complexity and unpredictability. It is
a view “characterized by the complexity of interactions between society and nature — the
unpredictability of causal chains and social change” (p. 53). Disasters of the twenty-first century
are therefore “a totally new ball-game” (p. 139).
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Globalization, industrialization, climate change, ever-present conflict means a world of
progressive complexity, progressive interconnectedness and independence, progressive
disruptions of the patterns of nature, and more and more collisions with the natural world — in
short, a world more prone to disasters. By Lagadec’s description, modern crisis management
(emergency, disaster, or whatever) is disaster management:
“The 21st century has violently pushed us beyond traditional management techniques,
even in the field of crisis management. Megashocks, systemic meltdowns and
confrontations with the unknown are becoming increasingly pressing challenges…
Confronting this unknown territory, which is full of vital threats as well as unprecedented
potential, it is clear that our traditional responses and toolboxes no longer suffice” (p. 2).
Published research includes evidence from numerous authors urging a reframing of
current crisis management paradigms. The inconceivable and cataclysmic are more the norm
rather than the exception. Disasters define our world. Beck (2009) points out that we are
governed by disasters that have and have not happened. Volatile, uncertain, complex, and
ambiguous (VUCA) describes the environment of crisis management and has become a
fundamental paradigm of leadership and emergency management (Alkhaldi et al, 2017; Barber,
1992). De Smet et al (2009) invite us to consider current disaster management ‘out of the box’ of
past paradigms. Grannat (cited in Lagadec, 2013) goes beyond that to say "there is no box
anymore’ (p. 4). It is not simply that we need to prepare for exceptional and extraordinary
occurrences. Circumstances, in general, are becoming more exceptional and extraordinary.
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Answering this persistent and progressive complexity takes focus and clarity in research
and practice. Again we quote Lagadec (2009):
“We are entering the Mega-crisis era. This is not “something more”, but “something
else”. We had the intellectual framework and the operational answers; we are now left
with a blank page, in a new territory, adrift with no compass, but with the demand to find
some new orientation, and decisional and managerial capacities” (para 1-2).
Could it be that the paradigms with which we confront disasters would serve equally well
in day-to-day life?
Limitations
This study has important limitations. There will always be valuable knowledge in
publications outside the defined search. In the Context section of the introduction, the
justification for limiting the search to publications since 2001 and in English is described. This
search did not include grey literature, although the Nordic Societies of Public Health (2014)
suggest that “a substantial portion of the information on disaster management and response
currently available resides in the grey literature in the form of after-action reports and projects
provided by intergovernmental organisations such as United Nations agencies and nongovernmental organisations” (Abstract).
Limitations of any synthesis are inherent in the studies reviewed. Categorizing a wide
array of findings is open to some interpretation. Systematic reviews typically have multiple
reviewers apply inclusion criteria thereby enhancing credibility. As this thesis is largely an
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independent work, with acknowledgement of the significant input from supervisors, this was
addressed this by describing included studies and displaying excluded studies. This transparency
establishes a high level of credibility.
It is conceivable, in trying to reduce a broad array of findings into something meaningful
and manageable, that we lose the contextual relevance. Hayes and Omodei (2011) warned that
“although competency labels may appear to be generic, the underlying behavioural elements are
specific to the domain in which they take place" (p. 3). The same problem that initiated this
study, that CRM was not applied to the appropriate context, may recur with our results if results
are not generalizable between disaster events.
Conclusion
Disasters are distinct from emergencies in scope and magnitude. CRM is often applied to
both scenarios and can be adapted to disaster management with some contextualization.
“Unless we clarify and obtain minimum consensus on the defining features per se, we
will continue to talk past one another on the characteristics, conditions and
consequences of disasters” (Quarantelli, 1995, p. 225).
This comprehensive review of management principles in disaster response uncovered an
increased need for adaptability, collaboration, and trust. The standard framework of crisis
management including awareness, communication, decision-making, teamwork, and leadership
remains a useful paradigm. The context of disaster necessitates some adaptation of these
principles. A wider scope of awareness is needed as events increase in complexity.
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Communication cannot follow established lines and procedures. Trust and established networks
greatly enhance the ability to apply these principles. Effective disaster management is important,
complex, and possible.
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Appendix A

Descriptions of included studies.

Context, focus, approach, and major findings of included studies with their potential biases.
1. Abbasi et al, 2018
Context

Wild re response

Focus

Coordination of multi-agency response

Approach

Network analysis to re ect coordination and communication

Findings

Coordination becomes decentralized as information increases;
decentralization and exibility in leadership, communication structures gives
advantage in response to challenges

Potential
bias

Study of records of incident management, bias would be in the quality of the
documentation.

2. Alison et al, 2015
Context

Simulated plane crash, 14 agencies

Focus

Inter agency communication. Hypothesis: interagency communication would
decrease with non-time-bounded decisions, increased number of agencies,
and lack of clear strategy

Approach

Quantitative observations and qualitative interviews in a quasi-experiment
testing barriers to communication

Findings

Quantitative: non statistical trend to supporting hypothesis.
Qualitative support for hypothesis.

Potential
bias

Recall bias; in uence of interviewer on participant not accounted;
observation won’t see internal processes and perceptions, mitigated by
objective descriptions

fl

fl

fl

fi

3. Austin et al, 2007
Context

Pharmacists during SARS outbreak

Focus

Adaptation

Approach

Exploratory, participants’ perceptions of ‘adaptive strategies’
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Findings

Roles changed in disaster; prior preparedness e orts and guidelines not
useful in disaster; experience and judgement very valuable; importance of
‘teamness’ - exibility in roles, lack of hierarchy, supportive of others’ needs;
documenting exceptional practice and without usual technology

Potential
bias

Recall bias; in uence of researcher not described

4. Bearman et al, 2010
Context

Multilevel wild re management

Focus

Multilevel wildfire management

Approach

Exploratory, top down (categories already formed) and bottom
up (developing themes along with data collection)

Findings

Accuracy of information transmitted and received was a barrier; exibility of
roles and procedures was unexpectedly required; leadership and authority
unclear

Potential
bias

Recall bias magnifying problems or successes; theory guided interviews bias
towards categories and perceptions already established

5. Brandrud et al, 2017
Context

EMS response to mass shooting

Focus

Determinants of EMS success

Approach

Critical incident technique (citing Flanagan, 1954), exploratory

Findings

Training (continuous, focus on team nontechnical skills); leadership,
networks, improvisation, planning not equal to preparedness

Potential
bias

Recall bias, participant labelling of ‘critical incidents’ (see Gremler, 2004); low
response rate (30 participants, 260 eligible)

Health care in a hospital (Chicago) receiving evacuees during hurricane
Katrina

Focus

E ective health care

Approach

Qualitative, semi-structured interviews and narratives.

Findings

Flexibility, creativity contributory

fl

Context

ff

fi

fl

fl

ff

6. Broz et al, 2009

Potential
bias

81

Recall bias; in uence of researcher not described

7. Curnin et al, 2020
Context

USAR commander at Fukushima earthquake/tsunami/nuclear disaster

Focus

Decision making in unprecedented situation

Approach

Inductive approach

Findings

intuition; seeking information (openness?); consulted team; self-monitoring

Potential
bias

Recall bias; single participant

8. Digregorio et al, 2019
Context

Disaster drill (train derailment) with nursing students

Focus

Perception of collaboration

Approach

Descriptive, pre and post test design

Findings

Decreased awareness of collaboration after exercise

Potential
bias

Low relevance, pre and post test; learners, not experts; environment not
realistic

fl

9. Espiritu et al, 2015

fl

fl

Disaster resource management

Context

NICU evacuation (hurricane)

Focus

‘challenges’ and ‘lessons’

Approach

Case study, described characteristics of success gleaned from records of the
event.

Findings

Clear command structure, situation awareness, regional coordination,
exibility

Potential
bias

Recall bias; in uence of researcher not described
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10. Filmer & Ranse, 2013
Context

Hospital mock disaster (earthquake), Nepal

Focus

“disaster leadership”

Approach

Observational

Findings

Importance of informal leadership, need for broad perspective

Potential
bias

Simulation may not recreate normal human behaviour (see Yamazaki et al,
2016)

11. Goodwin Veenema et al, 2017
Context

Hospital surge incidents

Focus

Nursing leadership competencies in disaster

Approach

Focus group, brainstorming

Findings

Various descriptions of unsupported ndings relating to leadership qualities

Potential
bias

Recall, personal not generalizable experience, single centre

12. Goralnick et al, 2015
Context

Hospital MCI (Boston Marathon bombings)

Focus

Nonclinical leadership

Approach

Critical of narrative and descriptive studies; “describe and characterize” using
sequential qualitative approach with focus groups

Findings

Collaborate > command and control; exibility (documentation without
technology, leadership - not following disaster plans exactly as written noted to be bene cial, independent thinking, role adaptation)

Potential
bias

Recall bias; in uence of others in focus groups; in uence of researcher

Focus

Command and control vs collaboration

fl

Fire service leaders, multiple events

fl

Context

fi

fi

fl

13. Hanifen, 2017

Disaster resource management
Approach

“Qualitative, multiple case-study”, survey, questionnaire, focus groups

Findings

ICS and command and control models don’t support needed collaboration;
trust, communication to enhance collaboration (Table 3, columns 7-10)

Potential
bias

Recall bias; in uence of researcher
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14. Hayes & Omodei, 2011
Context

Australian wild re incident management teams ( re ghters)

Focus

Incident management competencies

Approach

…“competencies as ‘the repertoire of capabilities, activities, processes and response
available that enable a range of work demands to be met more effectively by some
people than by others’” (p. 3, citing Kurz and Bartram, 2002).
Semi-structured interviews - Critical incident technique (citing Flanagan, 1954)
recalling events, and free-form listing of competencies deemed important in incident
management

Findings

Awareness (roles, organization, procedures, needs of others, resources,
situation); exibility (in leadership, roles, responsibilities, circumstances,
decision-making, problem-solving); leadership; personal attributes (open,
approachable, supportive); calm; technical expertise; management skills
(organize and coordinate)

Potential
bias

Following established system (Australasian Inter-agency
Incident Management System (AIIMS)) risks con rming attributes already
identi ed, missing ones not in the system used, recall and self-preservation
bias inherent in after-incident interviews

fi

fi

fi

fi

fl

fl

fi

15. Hu, Chen & Yu, 2020

Disaster resource management
Context

CBRN response teams and leaders in China

Focus

Non technical competencies

Approach

interpretivist, constructionist ("interpretation of the data is co-constructed by
interactions between participants and researchers." p. 24) - grounded theory
approach

Findings

1. situation awareness 2. communication skills 3. Collaboration 4. Resource
management 5. Task management 6. Cultural competency 7. austere
environment 8. physical stamina

Potential
bias

Role of researcher explicit (grounded theory), still a potential source of bias.
Researcher interpretation and coding a potential bias. (See Eriksson &
Kovalainen, 2008)

16. Juffermans & Bierens, 2010
Context

Multiple disasters (Netherlands) - after action reports

Focus

Problems in all areas of disaster health response

Approach

aggregative

Findings

Non technical aspects: 1. communication 2. problems increase when
activities di er from day to day operations 3. plans and protocols don't
obviate problems 4. Multidisciplinary cooperation

Potential
bias

Recall bias in creation of after-action reports; possible relevant info not
included in reports, therefore not included in this synthesis

17. Khorram-Manesh et al, 2017
Context

simulation of terrorist attack to evaluate collaboration (non medical aspects)
between military and civilian

Focus

Collaboration

Approach

experiment

Findings

Command and control, safety, communication, assessment, triage,
treatment, and transport were reviewed and evaluated by free text

Potential
bias

Bias towards command styles

18. King et al, 2010
Context

ff
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EMS medical directors
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Focus

Attributes of successful responders and leaders no pre-existing frameworks
or categories

Approach

Qualitative - focus groups, exploratory, not theory based

Findings

professionalism, role clarity, teamwork, exibility and adaptability

Potential
bias

Recall bias; social desireability

19. Kristiansen et al, 2019
Context

Multi-incident events, simulated transport re in tunnel

Focus

Collaboration - di erences between simulation and real disasters

Approach

Interviews, prede ned protocol for analysis

Findings

Relationships, leadership, communication

Potential
bias

Recall bias; social desireability, in uence of researcher not stated

20. Lai et al, 2019
Context

Networks as found in social media before and after a typhoon

Focus

Collaborative networks between organizations

Approach

Mixed method network analysis

Findings

Importance of networks: In disaster they are complicated, unclear, dynamic,
multifaceted, and intertwined.

Potential
bias

The stated limitations are sources of potential bias: relied on Twitter data for
analysis, data not gathered systematically (though multiple sources used),
and the response rate was low.

Teamwork (categories prede ned, behaviours not)

Approach

Systematic review

Findings

Four core team processes: situation awareness, information exchange,
leadership, coordination

fi

Focus

fl

MCI

fl

Context

fi

fi

ff

21. Marlow et al, 2018
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Prede ned categories; bias of individual studies that make up the systematic
review

22. McMaster & Baber, 2012
Context

Flooding events, multiagency (UK)

Focus

Command and control (not the model, general principles)

Approach

Focus groups recalling earlier response (case study)

Findings

cooperation, shared awareness, adaptation, authority with speci c
illustrations

Potential
bias

Recall bias, small study may not be re ective of the events or generalizable to
others (p. 40). - acceptable limitation for our purposes.

23. Menegat & Witt, 2018
Context

Rural ooding events, Brazil

Focus

Nursing competencies in disaster, some technical, mostly NTS

Approach

Critical incident technique

Findings

Communication, leadership, community (network) oriented, teamwork

Potential
bias

Critical incident technique (see Brandrud et al, study 5 in this table).

24. Nasrabadi et al, 2007
Context

Hospital nurses responding to earthquake victims

Focus

Interested in experience, but also wanting to target some components of
disaster response

Approach

Analysis by latent content method

Findings

Leadership, teamwork, communications, feelings of stress and incompetence

Potential
bias

Potential biases in subject selection, content, coding addressed in content
analysis (see Neuendorf, 2017).

25. Newsholme, 2007

fi

Industrial explosion, “operators”

fl

fi

fl

Context

Disaster resource management
Focus

After action report (report of)

Approach

After incident investigation

Findings

References technical and generic recommendations, most relevant:
information (quantity interfered with quality)

Potential
bias

Recall, social desireability, fear of reprisal in initial after-action report; lost
meaning in report of report
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26. Peller et al, 2013
Context

DMAT (Disaster medical assistance team), Canada

Focus

Nontechnical core competencies

Approach

Interpretivist, analyzed by critical theory, “de ne and delineate”

Findings

Their big themes: austere environment skills, interpersonal skills, cognitive
skills; sub categories include: collaboration, improvisation, self-care,
teamwork, cultural competency, humor, exibility, adaptability, improvisation,
innovation, big picture thinking, creativity, problem solving, critical thinking
with examples…

Potential
bias

Small sample may not be representative; interpretivist approach may not be
generalizable

27. Porche, 2009
Context

Hurricane (Katrina), hospital response/evacuation

Focus

Interpersonal factors (personal and professional) de ning leadership

Approach

Narrative analysis

Findings

communication, crisis management, leadership, teamwork

Potential
bias

Recall bias

Focus

‘…factors that in uence team processing’ (p. 479)

Approach

Review of literature

fi

‘Extreme teams’, hypercomplex, multiagency disasters

fi

Context

fl

fl

28. Power, 2018
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Findings

Coordination (re ected in shared mental models), cooperation (de ciency
seen as "lack of mutual trust and collective e cacy" p. 480), communication
(re ected in problems of phraseology)

Potential
bias

Review, so bias is in the studies reviewed, thoroughness of review in uences
how generalizable ndings are. Not a systematic review so inclusion/
exclusion not de ned. Still, a very important article to understand the context
of disaster and teams that form in response.

29. Schraagen et al, 2010
Context

Simulated tunnel explosion

Focus

Decision making - di erence between hierarchical and networked teams

Approach

Experimental

Findings

Networked teams faster decision making, easier convergence; quality of
decision making not demonstrated

Potential
bias

Results conforming to prede ned concepts

30. Seppänen et al, 2013
Context

SAR (search and rescue) simulation of passenger plane crash

Focus

Situation awareness

Approach

observation, event records; strong theoretical basis communication,
information, trust

Findings

Communication (quantity, quality, and to appropriate recipient), trust
(personal and system), involved leadership contribute to shared awareness

Potential
bias

Response rate 25%; communication modelled as static concept without
social context

In uences on NTS

Approach

Review of case studies

Findings

cognition, communication, coordination and contingency planning

fl

Focus

fi

Multiagency disasters

ffi

Context

fi

ff

fi

fi

fl

fl

fl

31. Steigenberger, 2016

Potential
bias
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Studies included biased towards natural disasters (?di erent than other
types); secondary data may not be reliable, triangulation needed

32. Timbie et al, 2013
Context

MCI

Focus

Scare resource allocation

Approach

Comprehensive review, only studies that included a control group and
quantitative outcomes

Findings

Flexibility and adaptation: 1) managing or reducing less urgent demand for
health care services, (2) optimizing use of existing resources, (3) augmenting
existing resources, and (4) implementing crisis standards of care (p 678).

Potential
bias

Across the spectrum of disaster management (not just response); as a review,
included studies widely varied in methodology; authors considered the
strength of their conclusions (technical aspects) low

33. Van Wart & Kapucu, 2011
Context

Variety of disasters

Focus

Leadership in disaster as distinct from emergency

Approach

Survey, expert opinion

Findings
Potential
bias

exibility, leadership, communication
Small numbers (17/51 responded); some questions could be considered
leading; within established framework, speci c disaster framework (crisis in
their terms) might be more valid; response fatigue in later questions

34. Vandevanter et al, 2017
Context

Nurses’ experiences with natural disasters

Focus

“Challenges and resources” in carrying out medical care

Approach

Mixed methods: purposive sample to interview, subsequent online survey

Findings

Leadership: local leadership presence, support, and communication needed

Potential
bias

Qualitative - “not generalizable” (p. 642), recall bias

ff

35. Verheual et al, 2019

fi

fl
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Context

Hospital disaster preparedness

Focus

Operationalization

Approach

Systematic review

Findings

Crisis communication, coordination, command and control identi ed as
competencies (operational components to disaster preparedness)

Potential
bias

Limited by language, hospital based, peer reviewed, de ning
operationalization, and published components

36. Waring, Alison et al, 2020
Context

Multi-team disaster exercise of chemical terrorist attack

Focus

Facilitators of situation awareness in naturalist decision making

Approach

Mixed method, inductive and deductive: quantitative about what information
shared and how long it took; qualitative interviews

Findings

Awareness of roles -> appropriate information sharing -> timely decision
making

Potential
bias

Recall, social desireability, in uence of researcher, interpretation and coding
of researchers

37. Waring, Humann & Dawson, 2019
Context

multi-agency, multinational disaster exercise of a train tunnel collapse

Focus

Facilitators and barriers to communication

Approach

Naturalistic observations of disaster exercise

Findings

Clear language, location, and roles enables information sharing

Potential
bias

Exercise may not accurately re ect reality. Perception of observation may
in uence participants, though naturalistic study purposefully attempts to
minimize

Approach

Naturalistic observation questioning the standard model (Joint Decision
Making ref)

fi

processes used to coordinate decision-making

fi

Focus

ffi

Two multi-agency simulations (tra c incidents with CBRN concerns)

fl

Context

fl

fl

38. Waring, Moran & Page, 2020
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Findings

Non linear decision-making, examining options and explicitly planning often
do not occur.

Potential
bias

Study explicitly limited to examining the components of a theoretical model in
vivo. Exercises may not accurately re ect reality (See Filmer & Ranse, 2013,
Study 10 in this table). Possible in uence of research (see also Waring,
Humann & Dawson, 2019, Study 37 in this table).

39. Wilkinson, 2015
Context

Library disaster response

Focus

personal attributes and emotional intelligence (EI) and their relationship to
perceived e ective disaster management

Approach

Qualitative, constructionist case study

Findings

Situation awareness facilitated by role awareness, relationships, ability to
adapt

Potential
bias

Bias inherent in constructionist methodology, questionable relevance to other
contexts, individual biases of researcher and participants. See Given, 2008).

40. Willems et al, 2013
Context

Surgeons in disaster response

Focus

Nontechnical core competencies

Approach

Iterative inductive deductive; “transcendental realism”

Findings

Cognitive, interprofessional, and austere environment competencies including
exibility, adaptability, humor, self care, openness, and critical thinking

Potential
bias

Could be biased by predetermined categories, similar ndings in another
study in di erent context (same authors as Peller et al, 2013, Study 26 in this
table).

How to build cooperation, exibility in disaster response

Approach

Think tank, expert opinion; exploratory

Findings

Trust builds implicit coordination, decreases cognitive load of
communication; ICS too cognitively demanding, not useful in disaster

fi

Focus

fl

Multiple disaster events (Jerusalem)

fl

Context

fl

ff

41. Yanay et al, 2011

ff

fl
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Potential
bias

Preidenti ed framework and background of trust, still credible

fi

42. Zhuravsky, 2015
Context

Hospital (ICU but resources overwhelmed), earthquake (New Zealand)

Focus

Crisis leadership

Approach

Social constructivist

Findings

Competencies contributing to leadership (formal, informal, shared);
adaptability

Potential
bias

Constructivist… See Wilkinson, 2015, Study 39 in this table).
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Appendix B
Findings

Concepts of CRM identified in included studies with illustrations.
Findings were graded as unequivocal (U), credible (C), or not supported (N) according
to criteria described in Table 4. Generated by, and adapted from, JBI Sumari (Munn et
al, 2014).
Table 7. Findings
Abbasi et al, 2018
Finding

Communication (U)

Illustration

Communication structures adapt to circumstances (detailed
network analysis)

Finding

Flexibility (U)

Illustration

Flexibility in leadership, communication, coordination improves
ability to respond

Finding

Coordination (U)

Illustration

Decentralization increases with information

Alison et al, 2015
Finding

interagency communication (C)

Illustration

frequency, type, audience, and content of communications
measured (quantitatively measured - non statistical
trend)

Finding

interagency communication barrier - not time bounded (C)

Illustration

choices with no deadline (decision inertia?)

Finding

interagency communication barrier - bigger teams (C)

Illustration

multi-agency - bigger teams means more coordination, harder to
make decisions

Disaster resource management
Finding

interagency communication barrier - lacking strategic direction
(C)

Illustration

lacking clear strategic direction

Finding

interagency communication barrier - lacking reciprocal
understanding (C)

Illustration

reciprocal understanding of the situation (lacking) - categorized
as interagency communication, barrier

Austin et al, 2007
Finding

flexibility - changed roles (U)

Illustration

pharmacists became frontline health care facilities

Finding

emergency preparedness unhelpful (U)

Illustration

lack of guidelines, lack of leadership and direction during the
crisis

Finding

experience and judgement (U)

Illustration

older pharmacists comfortable working with loss of computers

Finding

flexibility - documentation (U)

Illustration

finding ways to document when practice outside of usual
parameters, communication with loss of technology

Finding

aware of others' needs (U)

Illustration

contributed to sense of 'teamness'

Finding

flexibility - team (U)

Illustration

flexibility in roles contributed to sense of 'teamness'

Finding

lack of hierarchy (U)

Illustration

lack of hierarchy in leadership contributed to sense of 'teamness'

Bearman et al, 2010
Finding

informational (difference in possessed information) (U)
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Illustration

information being passed on inaccurately, information not being
passed on, accurate information being confused or
misunderstood, difficulties sending/receiving
information

Finding

confusion when flexibility required (U)

Illustration

confusion over ambiguous responsibilities; going against set
procedure

Finding

lack of clear authority (U)

Illustration

problems when wanting to go against procedure, disagreement
between agencies about how operations should be
carried out

Brandrud et al, 2017
Finding

training (contributes to successful response) (U)

Illustration

continuous, NTS team training, written plan not equal to
readiness

Finding

structure in place (U)

Illustration

regular training and debriefing, action cards in place and
previously used (simple and flexible),

Finding

improvisation (U)

Illustration

action cards allowed for flexibility, alternate transport routes
opened when initial plans failed

Finding

leadership presence (U)

Illustration

"competent and present" (p. 810)

Finding

appreciation for others' competence and needs, cooperation (U)

Illustration

"knew each other well" (p. 811)

Finding

role clarity (U)

Illustration

previous training, same team throughout handovers

Finding

emergency preparedness unhelpful (U)
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Illustration

written plan not equal to readiness

Broz et al, 2009
Finding

flexibility needed (N)

Illustration

described as a need/source of difficulty

Finding

creativity (N)

Illustration

(not supported)

Finding

lack of clear organizational structure a barrier (N)

Illustration

(no illustrations)

Curnin et al, 2020
Finding

leadership presence (C)

Illustration

leader consulted team as "sounding board" (p. 115), and for unity

Finding

intuition (C)

Illustration

hesitant to accept initial report as he felt it was not right

Finding

empathy (N)

Illustration

stated, not supported

Finding

leadership - information seeking (C)

Illustration

leader sought information from outside experts to help make
decision

Finding

self-monitoring - recognize limitations (C)

Illustration

recognized he'd never been in a similar situation, "took his own
strengths and limitations into account" (p. 115)

Digregorio et al, 2019
Finding

decreased collaboration (N)
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Illustration

assessment of collaboration (ICAR tool) decreased after
participation in disaster drill

Espiritu et al, 2014
Finding

flexibility (N)

Illustration

none

Finding

"clear command structure" (N)

Illustration

none

Finding

situation awareness (N)

Illustration

none

Finding

communication difficulties (C)

Illustration

noted as a challenge

Filmer & Ranse, 2013
Finding

leadership - informal (C)

Illustration

"official leadership was rarely adequately maintained" (p. 172)

Finding

leadership - big picture (C)

Illustration

distinguished "broad leadership perspective" from a "narrow view
of individual casualties from a clinical perspective" (172)

Goodwin Veenema et al, 2017
Finding

Disaster leadership (N)- knowledge, understanding of
organizational culture, disaster management, problem
solving, communication, human resource management,
personality and leadership traits

Illustrations

None
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Goralnick et al, 2015
Finding

Independent thinking (U)

Illustration

"...they were able to think outside the box in each of their fields
of expertise" (p. 5).

Finding

Flexibility - leadership (U)

Illustration

"not following disaster plans exactly as written" (p. 5)

Finding

Flexibility - documentation (U)

Illustration

“One of the things we learned is we don’t have a really easy,
flexible, nonelectronic-based way of keeping track of
people and we need to do that.” (p. 4)

Finding

Collaboration instead of control (U)

Illustration

"...the paradigm of “command-and-control” transiioned to
“command-and-collaboration” (p. 5)

Hanifen, 2017
Finding

ICS not ideal (C)

Illustration

Command and control don't support needed collaboration

Finding

Trust enhances collaboration (C)

Illustration

Theme of enhancing collaboration

Finding

Communication - two way (C)

Illustration

Necessary for collaboration

Finding

Understanding needs of others (C)

Illustration

Necessary for collaboration

Hayes & Omodei, 2011
Finding

Awareness (U)
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Illustration

Role awareness, organizational awareness, aware of needs of
others

Finding

Leadership attributes (U)

Illustration

Calm, supportive, sensitive, disciplined, humor, self-confidence,
initiative, open, approachable

Finding

Flexible, adaptable (U)

Illustration

Able to respond to changing roles, responsibilities, situation

Finding

Management skills (U)

Illustration

Organize and coordinate team

Finding

Problem-solving (U)

Illustration

Explore, analyze, creatively find solutions

Hu et al, 2020
Finding

Situation awareness - risk identification (U)

Illustration

Technically specific but broadly applicable: identify risks (CBRN
agent, environmental factors and population density
affecting risk)

Finding

Awareness of plans (U)

Illustration

Increased collaboration

Finding

(Risk communication) (U)

Illustration

Appropriate communication professionally and to public, risk
communication

Finding

Knowledge of equipment and limitations (U)

Illustration

Task management

Finding

Leadership - professionalism (U)

Illustration

Professionalism, recognize need for support and presence,
prioritization

Finding

Cultural, ethnic, and legal competency (U)
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Illustration

Knowledge of law, ethics, language/values/beliefs

Finding

Physical stamina (U)

Illustration

Endurance, etc.

Finding

Knowledge of personnel resources (U)

Illustration

Collaboration

Finding

Situation awareness (U)

Illustration

...of plans, risks, environment

Finding

Optimism (U)

Illustration

(Austere environment skill)

Finding

Self protection (U)

Illustration

Austere environment skill

Finding

Flexibility and adaptability (U)

Illustration

Austere environment skill

Finding

Identify networks (U)

Illustration

Increased collaboration

Finding

Knowledge of chain of command, (U)

Illustration

Increased collaboration

Finding

Knowledge of personnel resources (U)

Illustration

"...assesses the effectiveness of interorganizational coordination
and collaboration in response to the Boston Marathon
bombings... social analysis" (p. 698).

Juffermans & Bierens, 2010
Finding

Disaster differs from day to day (U)

Illustration

Problems increase as disaster response differs from usual
operations, scaling up was delayed or absent

Finding

Multidisciplinary cooperation (U)
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Illustration

Roles and terminology not clear between agencies

Finding

Emergency preparedness unhelpful (U)

Illustration

Plans don't obviate problems - out of date, not helpful in the
disaster situation, people not aware of plans,
contradictory

Finding

Communication problems impaired leadership (U)

Illustration

Communication problems complicated different technical
aspects creating poor leadership and organization

Khorram-Manesh et al, 2017
Finding

Communication problem - different systems between
organizations (U)

Illustration

Different systems in handover, patient transfer created problems

Finding

Communication - lack of clarity and focus (U)

Illustration

Problems: noise, lack of standardized handover tool, "silent
minute" to listen to handover

Finding

Unclear authority (U)

Illustration

Not knowing who to report to created problems

Finding

Situation awareness (C)

Illustration

(Not specified)

King et al, 2010
Finding

Know limitations (U)

Illustration

Recognizes personal and professional limitations, knows when "in
over your head"

Finding

Leadership - humble, collaborative (U)

Illustration

Lateral and vertical teamwork, ability to delegate

Finding

Adaptability (U)

Illustration

Creativity, improvisation, flexibility
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Finding

Professionalism (U)

Illustration

Calm, "leave ego at the door" (p. 335-6, table)

Finding

Role clarity (C)

Illustration

"Know one's role" (p. 335)

Finding

Awareness (of abilities) (U)

Illustration

Delegation appropriate to abilities

Finding

Disaster specific knowledge through experience or training (U)

Illustration

Encompasses ICS, role clarity, ability to assess the scene

Kristiansen et al, 2019
Finding

Collaboration more evident in real events than simulation (U)

Illustration

Relationships and culture of collaboration facilitators.

Finding

Relationships facilitate collaboration (U)

Illustration

“…it is easier when we just start doing things automatically
because we know each other” (p. 74)

Finding

Leadership more challenging (less clearly defined) in real events
(U)

Illustration

Problems arise when leadership or authority not clear.

Finding

Communication (U)

Illustration

One of the main benefits and motives for collaboration
exercises.

Finding

Usefulness of exercises as nontechnical training (C).

Illustration

“Exercises build culture” (p. 75)

Lai et al, 2019
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Finding

Networks are complex, dynamic, interdependent, and increase
resilience(U)

Illustration

Sustained relationships and ability to communicate and response
as a measure of resilience.

Marlow et al, 2018
Finding

Clear information exchange (U)

Illustration

Closed loop, communicates clearly, receives info clearly

Finding

Awareness - risks, roles (U)

Illustration

Aware of risks, aware of team members' roles and
responsibilities,

Finding

Leadership - positive attitude (U)

Illustration

Motivating, positive attitude

Finding

Communication - clear and collaborative (U)

Illustration

Establishes roles, clear handoff, discusses approach with team

Finding

Awareness - resources (U)

Illustration

Leadership - aware of resources

McMaster & Baber, 2012
Finding

Command (U)

Illustration

General objectives that remained constant

Finding

Adaptation of rules and organization (U)

Illustration

Rule breaking needed, ad hoc organization on scene

Finding

Commitment and communication (U)

Illustration

Commitment from all, problems when communication weak

Finding

Awareness - shared information (U)
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Illustration

Pooled information

Finding

Leadership - flat (U)

Illustration

"All men empowered" (p. 41)

Menegat & Witt, 2018
Finding

Collaboration between teams (U)

Illustration

Effective leadership collaborates with response teams

Finding

Good interpersonal skills (C)

Illustration

Interdisciplinary interactions, collaboration, good
interprofessional relations

Finding

Community oriented (U)

Illustration

Works within networks established

Finding

Communication - clear and redundant (C)

Illustration

Variety of means, receives/organizes/facilitates info exchange

Finding

Awareness - resources (U)

Illustration

Effective leadership aware of available services

Finding

Leadership - resource management (U)

Illustration

Predict and provide necessary resources

Nasrabadi et al, 2007
Finding

Leadership, teamwork (C)

Illustration

Identified lack of leadership as frustrating

Finding

Feeling unprepared, lack of protocols (C)

Illustration

Several illustrations, how this problem is addressed, their
conclusion (need for protocols) not what I would
conclude from the same data
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Finding

Communication (N)

Illustration

(Not described)
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Newsholme, 2007
Finding

Selective information

Illustration

“…deluged with data but starved of quality information” (p.
16)

Peller et al, 2013
Finding

Interpersonal skills (U)

Illustration

Communication, sense of humour, teamwork, cultural
competency, education and teaching, leadership

Finding

Big-picture thinking (U)

Illustration

Big-picture thinking, problem solving, critical thinking needed in
disaster response team

Finding

Self- care (U)

Illustration

Physical self-care, psychological self-care

Finding

Flexibility (U)

Illustration

Within austere environment skills: flexibility, adaptability,
improvisation, innovation

Finding

Creativity (U)

Illustration

Attribute of effective disaster response team member

Porche, 2009
Finding

Leadership - calm, decisive, present (U)

Illustration

Respect, collegiality, decisive, calm, visible, positive
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Finding

Cohesive and supportive attitude in team (U)

Illustration

Cohesion, supportive, collaborative (rather than authoritarian)

Finding

Effective communication - frequent, personal (U)

Illustration

Frequent, interpersonal, articulate, calm, redundant

Finding

Crisis management (U)

Illustration

“…organizing, planning, controlling, reporting and documenting,
and meeting basic needs." p 79

Finding

Trust (U)

Illustration

Part of formal and informal leadership

Finding

Informal leadership (U)

Illustration

in addition to formal leadership

Power, 2018
Finding

Coordination (C)

Illustration

Shared mental models

Finding

Communication (C)

Illustration

Problems of different phraseology between organizations

Finding

Cooperation (C)

Illustration

Trust and collective efficacy

Schraagen et al, 2010
Finding

Networked teams > hierarchy (U)

Illustration

Faster decision making, earlier convergence, no effect on
quality of decision making

Seppänen et al, 2013
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Finding

Situation awareness - trust (U)

Illustration

System and interpersonal

Finding

Leadership - interpersonal (U)

Illustration

Talked with every person on team

Finding

Communication - focused and relevant (U)

Illustration

Enough information, critical information, action-generating
information (contextually appropriate)

Steigenberger, 2016
Finding

Trust - improves communication, cohesion (U)

Illustration

Acquaintance, sympathy, trust contribute to coordination and
communication, increases information sharing

Finding

Supportive team decreases stress (U)

Illustration

Cognitive overload a barrier; workload distribution and simple
communication tools can mitigate stress within the team

Finding

Communication - redundant and relevant (U)

Illustration

Compatible systems, redundancy, good infrastructure,
goldilocks...

Finding

Role clarity (U)

Illustration

Clear understanding of command structure, roles, resources

Finding

Leadership attributes: inclusive (U)

Illustration

Attributes: collectivist or integrator facilitate

Finding

Planning (in order to be effective) (U)

Illustration

Unified plans (multiple plans decreases efficacy), simple plans

Timbie et al, 2013
Finding

Crisis standards of care (C)
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Illustration

Flexibility: different standards needed in disaster

Van Wart & Kapucu, 2011
Finding

Clear communication (C)

Illustration

“…concise, precise, and confirmed" p. 503;

Finding

Flexibility needed throughout disaster response (C)

Illustration

Most prominent in this study

Finding

Leadership - attributes: calm and decisive (C)

Illustration

“…calm but strong" p 506. ; pragmatic decision making; engaged
and active

Vandevanter et al, 2017
Finding

Leadership - supportive (C)

Illustration

Frustration when lack of support felt, empowered by feeling
supported

Finding

Leadership - local>general (C)

Illustration

Presence of local leaders appreciated; transmission of general
plans to local level helped

Verheul et al, 2019
Finding

Coordination (C)

Illustration

(Not detailed)

Finding

Crisis communication (C)

Illustration

(Not detailed)

Waring, Alison, Shortland, Humann, 2020
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Finding

Timely communication to facilitate awareness (U)

Illustration

Exchanging relevant information in a timely manner is integral to
developing situation awareness (SA) at individual and
team levels" (p. 264)

Finding

Awareness of roles facilitates communication (U)

Illustration

Facilitates communication which facilitates situation awareness
which facilitates timely decision making

Waring, Humann, Dawson, 2019
Finding

Collaboration (U)

Illustration

Motivation to combine skills and engage others

Finding

Communication (U)

Illustration

Using common mnemonics, reducing noise, interpretation of
languages when needed all impaired information sharing
when not addressed.

Finding

Colocation (U)

Illustration

Information sharing facilitated by colocation in various
situations, several examples of who should or should not
be present, where and how meetings proceeded to
advantage or disadvantage

Finding

Role knowledge (U)

Illustration

Lack of knowledge of own and others’ roles impaired information
sharing and contributed to irrelevant and inefficient
information sharing

Waring, Moran & Page, 2020
Finding

Information gathering occurred most frequently (U)
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Illustration

According to the nationally endorsed model (*Joint Decision
Making), this is the first step in a linear process.
Observation did not support the theory in practice.

Finding

Explicit decision-making occurred least (U)

Illustration

In extremis, teams often proceeded without forming or sharing
plans.

Finding

Examining options occurred very little (U)

Illustration

One of five key steps theoretically, this did not occur in reality.

Finding

Strong leadership - authority, awareness, and openness (U)

Illustration

Some authoritativeness needed to override tendency for
‘redundant decision-making’; needing to allow creativity
by letting others speak, but avoid inefficiency by
controlling the meeting; a solid awareness of the
organization and team is necessary
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*Summary of Joint Decision Model: (1) ‘Gather information and intelligence’ to establish
situational awareness and a multi-dimensional understanding of events; (2) ‘Assess
risks and develop a working strategy’; (3) ‘Consider powers, policies and procedures’
relevant to the situation, and whether these may assist or constrain decisions; (4)
‘Identify options and contingencies’; and (5) ‘Take action and review what happened’ to
feed into situation assessment and amending plans if necessary (citing JESIP, 2017).(p.
632)

Wilkinson, 2015
Finding

Role awareness (U)

Illustration

Facilitates situation awareness

Finding

Adaptability (guidelines) (U)

Illustration

Able to diverge from guidelines, initiative

Finding

Relationships (U)

Illustration

Facilitates situation awareness

Finding

Shared leadership (U)
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Illustration

Shared leadership ("teamwork and initiative" p. 193)

Finding

Trust (U)

Illustration

One of the major findings of facilitators of situation awareness,
role awareness

Finding

Teamwork (U)

Illustration

Camaraderie, shared responsibility

Willems et al, 2013
Finding

Humor (U)

Illustration

Category: inter professional; examples cited

Finding

Cultural competency (U)

Illustration

Category: inter professional; examples cited

Finding

Teamwork (professionalism) (U)

Illustration

Also conflict resolution; category: inter professional skills;
respect, openness

Finding

Self care (U)

Illustration

Self-care, survival skills, psychological self care (categorized in
austere environment skills)

Finding

Adaptability, flexibility in austere environment (U)

Illustration

Also innovation, improvisation; categorized in austere
environment skills; creativity in cognitive strategies;
able to do job without usual resources

Finding

Critical thinking (U)

Illustration

Problem solving, big-picture thinking (category: cognitive
strategies)

Yanay et al, 2011
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Finding

Trust key to coordination (U)

Illustration

Implicit coordination leads to flat hierarchies creating shared
mental model

Finding

ICS not good (C)

Illustration

Cognitive demands of coordination...

Finding

Networking (C)

Illustration

Builds trust

Zhuravsky, 2015
Finding

Leadership (formal) (U)

Illustration

Decision making under pressure, emotional regulation,
psychological support

Finding

Leadership (informal) (U)

Illustration

Motivation to lead, autonomy, crisis as opportunity; "Informal
leaders, on the other hand, have influence and informal
authority without possessing any formal title" (p. 132).

Finding

Adaptation (U)

Illustration

...in text example of formal leadership supporting the initiative
(shared leadership) of a nurse acting in a different than
usual role (p.

Finding

Leadership (shared) (U)

Illustration

"Shared leadership is an on-going and fluid process which
requires continuous evaluation within different contexts
(p. 132).
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Appendix C
Categorization of findings

Table 8 shows how findings were categorized. As the goal of meta synthesis is not to
reduce concepts to common denominators, but to reveal relationships and new
understanding of the phenomenon of interest (Sandelwoski, Docherty & Emden, 1997).
Categories were therefore not predetermined, but emerged from the data. This involves
“immersion, categorization, combining… [to] mak[e] sense out of the data” (Soilemezi
& Linceviciute, 2018, p. 10).
Table 8
Categories developed from findings.
Category

Description

Findings

Adaptability,

Meeting unforeseen needs

Adaptability

improvisation,

with resources at hand

innovation
Adaptation of rules and
organization
Crisis standards
Adaptability in guidelines
Adaptability, flexibility in
austere environments
Flexibility
Improvisation
Awareness -

Understanding of the

environment

environment and risks

Situation awareness
Risk identification
Awareness - shared
information
Interagency communication
barrier - lacking reciprocal
understanding
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Awareness - resources
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Knowledge of what resources Awareness of resources
and personnel are at hand
Knowledge of personnel

Awareness - roles

resources
Knowledge of one’s role and Role clarity
the roles of other team
members
Awareness of risks and roles
Awareness of roles facilitates
communication
Role awareness
Knowledge of chain of

Awareness - needs and Overlaps with teamwork

command
Knowledge of equipment and

abilities of team

limitations

members
Aware of others’ needs
Awareness of abilities
Understanding needs of others
Cohesion and unity

Mutual respect and support;

Appreciation for others’

shared goals

competence and needs
Cooperation
Role clarity - contributes to
cohesiveness
Cohesive and supportive
attitude in team
Supportive team decreases
stress
Teamwork
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Decreased collaboration

agency which needs to
collaborate with other
agencies. Or it could mean
the conglomeration of
responding agencies having
to coordinate their efforts and
communication
ICS not ideal
Awareness of plans
Multidisciplinary cooperation
Communication problem different systems between
organizations
Communication clear and
collaborative
Commitment and
communication
Collaboration between teams
Role clarity facilitates
collaboration
Coordination
Knowledge of personnel and
Command and control

ICS, traditional command

resources
Lack of clear authority

style
Lack of clear organizational
structure a barrier
Clear command structure
Leadership and teamwork
ICS ineffective
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Collaboration instead of

Communication -

control
Enough, not too much, detail Interagency communication

focused
Focused and relevant
Redundant and relevant, clear
and redundant
Timely communication to
Communication -

Could be considered as

between teams

collaboration

facilitate awareness
Interagency communication
barrier - not time-bounded
Bigger teams was a barrier to
interagency communication
Two-way communication
Communication problems
impaired leadership
Lack of clarity and focus

Communication -

Clear and concise

clarity

Interagency communication
lacking strategic direction
Informational (difference in
possessed information)
Risk communication
Clear information exchange
Effective communication frequent, personal
Crisis communication

Creativity
Crisis management

Creative solutions

Noted multiple times

What it is, when to do it

(creativity)
Disaster differs from day-today
Crisis management
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Cultural, ethnic, and legal
competency
Cultural competency

Flexibility

Able to change roles or rules Changed roles
for the situation
Flexibility in documentation
Confusion when flexibility
required
Independent thinking
Flexibility in leadership
Flexibility needed throughout
disaster response
Flexibility in team function

Informal leadership

Decision-making and

Leadership - calm, decisive,

motivating within the team

present

and throughout event from
someone not designated as a
leader
Informal leadership (multiple
Leadership - attributes Calm, present, decisive,

times)
Experience and judgement

inclusive, and humble
Presence, intuition, empathy,
calm, decisive
Information-seeking, Bigpicture thinking
Professionalism, positive
attitude, inclusive, optimism
Know limitations
Interpersonal, supportive
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Local more influential than
general leadership
Critical thinking
Formal leadership important
Resource management
Disaster-specific knowledge

Leadership - shared

Flat hierarchies and shared

through experience or training
Humble, collaborative

leadership
Shared leadership (multiple)
Lack of hierarchy, flat
Networks

Increase effectiveness

hierarchy
Community-oriented
Networked teams more
effective than hierarchical
Networking, identify networks

Professionalism

Respectable personal and

Professionalism

interpersonal behaviour
Good interpersonal skills
Teamwork as a component of
Self-care

Psychological and physical

professionalism
Self-monitoring - recognize

self-care; recognizing

limitations

limitations
Physical stamina
Self-care (multiple times)
Self-protection
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Not response but emerged as Emergency preparedness
a theme in disaster

training unhelpful (multiple

evaluations. Some positive

times)

aspects, some neutral or
negative
Training contributes to
successful response
Structure in place
Feeling unprepared, lack of
protocols
Planning increases efficacy
Trust

Connects teamwork,

Trust enhances collaboration

leadership, and awareness
Situation awareness facilitated
by trust
Trust improves
communication, cohesion
Key to coordination
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Appendix D

ConQual quality assessment and study descriptions

Table 9

Study

Type of
research

Alison et al,
2015

Simulation,
observation
(quantitative)
and
(qualitative)
semistructured
interviews

2

1

2 Moderate

Barriers to inter agency communication

Austin et al,
2007

Qual interviews

2

1

1 Moderate

Things that aided adaptability

Bearman et
al, 2015

Theory driven
framework,
data driven interviews

2

1

1 Moderate

Breakdowns in coordination

Brandrud et
al, 2017

Focus groups,
interviews critical theory?

1

1

1 High

Determinants of good EMS response?

Broz et al,
2009

qualitative,
exercise

4

1

3 Very low

Curnin et al, Single person
2020
case study

3

1

2 Very low

Digregorio
et al, 2019

Quasiexperimental,
pre-and postperception

3

1

3 Very low

Main nding was that perception of
collaboration decreased after
participation in disaster preparedness
exercise. However, the study was not
credible, involved a select population in
an unrealistic setting.

Espiritu et
al, 2014

Case study
(qualitative,
really quite
narrative)

3

1

3 Very low

NICU evacuation, pretty good de nition
of disaster

fi

fi

Quality assessment. Pre ranking (Pre), dependability (Dep), and credibility (Cred) of included
studies.
P Dep
re

Cred

conQual
score

Comments

Disaster resource management
Type of
research

P Dep
re

Cred

conQual
score

Comments

1

3

2 Very low

Mostly technical stu , observation of
leadership behaviours and problems

Goodwin
Veneema et
al, 2017

5

1

3 Very low

Focus group on perceived leadership
qualities in disaster, general
descriptions without support

Goralnick et Focus groups,
al, 2015
interviews
(sequential
qualitative)

2

1

2 Moderate

Flexibility, collaboration most prominent

Hanifen,
2017

Interviews

3

1

2 Low

Trust, communication, collaboration >
ICS, Command and control

Hayes &
Omodei,
2011

Critical
incident
technique
(interviews)

3

1

1 Moderate

Three main competencies (interpersonal
and communication, incident
management procedural knowledge,
leadership); emphasis on adaptability
and situational awareness in this study
compared to other similar studies

Hu et al,
2020

qualitative,
grounded
theory

1

1

1 High

Says speci c to CBRN, but looking at
NTS (generalizable)

Ju ermans
& Bierens,
2010

Retrospective
review - after
action reports

1

1

1 High

All aspects of disaster management necessarily DRM as elements common
to multiple settings (up to hospital
admission) are sought communications, cooperation,
divergence from day-to-day operations,
and plans being not helpful

KhorramManesh et
al, 2017

Exercise:
observation
and evaluation

2

1

2 Moderate

Very operational points: communication
problem b/c di erent handover
menmonics, giving and receiving
handover report; though the focus was
non medical Mx there were mostly
technical issues identi ed (ex not
enough spine collars)

King et al,
2010

Focus groups

3

1

2 Low

Table, p. 335-6, excellent illustrations of
professionalism, leadership, teamwork,
adaptability

fi

Filmer &
experiment,
Ranse, 2013 observation

ff

ff

fi

ff

Study
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Qualitative focus group

Type of
research

Kristiansen
et al, 2019

Interviews and
simulation

2

1

1 High

Collaboration facilitated by
relationships, challenges of leadership
(less clear), communication builds
awareness

Lai et al,
2019

Online survey,
longitudinal
Twitter data

2

1

1 High

Very detailed methodology. Strong
theoretical basis, analysis, and
statistical interpretation.

Marlow et
al, 2018

Systematic
review

2

1

1 High

Teamwork pre identi ed - behaviours
not ie very relevant

McMaster & Case study of
Baber, 2012 multiple
ooding
events

2

1

1 High

cooperation, shared awareness,
adaptation, authority

Menegat &
Witt, 2018

Qualitative,
critical incident
technique

2

1

2 Moderate

Not an acute disaster event, but events
requiring collaboration, etc; using
prede ned framework

Nasrabadi
et al, 2007

Interpretivist

2

2

2 Low

Identi ed needs (perception) - training,
teamwork, protocols

(Neal)
Abbasi et
al, 2018

Network
analysis

2

1

1 High

Study of coordination, good justi cation
for concepts and measures to re ect
the concept of coordination

NewsCase report
holme, 2007

2

1

2 Moderate

Report of report, lots of technical and
generic recommendations referenced
but not described, quality of information
highly relevant point

Peller et al,
2013

Interpretivist interviews

2

1

1 High

-leadership: knowledge of available
services, collaboration with response
teams, predict and provide necessary
resources

Porche,
2009

Thesis:
narrative
analysis

2

1

1 High

Leadership, communication, crisis
management, leadership, teamwork
and illustrations - characteristics of
good leadership

2

3

2 Very low

Focus on the team processes used in
ad hoc teams in disasters; the low
ranking of methodological quality belies
the relevance of the excellent literature
reviewed and summarized

fl

fi

fi

fi
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Study

Power, 2018 Review

fi

fl
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P Dep
re

Cred

conQual
score

Comments

123

Experiment

2

1

1 High

Very empirical, very simpli ed
experiment, non experts, “clean”
study… applicability??

Seppänen
et al, 2013

Observation

2

1

1 High

Experiment to see what helped and
hindered formation of situation
awareness - communications,

SteigenSystematic
berger, 2016 eview of case
studies

2

1

1 High

Leadership (collectivist, integrator),
coordination, communication (quantity and
quality), established roles, simple
communicaiton, importance of decreasing
stress (supportive, simple)

Timbie et al, Systematic
2013
review

3

1

2 Low

NTS not the aim, so credible but not
really studied; exibility/adaptation

Van Wart &
Kapucu,
2011

Survey

3

1

1 Moderate

Expert survey de ning disaster
competencies; ((exactly my question di erent competencies between
disaster and emergency)))

Vandevanter et
al, 2017

Qualitative nurses’
experience

3

1

2 Low

Leadership: local support,
communication, and presence
empowering

Verheul et
al, 2019

Systematic
review

3

1

2 Low

All aspects of disaster preparedness,
speci c to response: command and
control, coordination, crisis
communication identi ed as objectives
(operational components)

Waring,
Mixed
Alison, et al, methods
2020

2

1

1 High

Awareness of roles -> appropriate
information sharing -> timely decision
making

Waring,
Humann, &
Dawson,
2019

2

1

1 High

Facilitators (common information
structures, role clarity) and barriers
(language and technology di erences
between agencies, unclear roles and
responsibilities, failure to co-locate
and coordinate activities) of e ective
intra-agency communication

ff

Schraagen
et al, 2010

ff

Type of
research

fi

Study

fi

fi

fl

fi

ff
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Naturalistic
observations,
mixed
methods
analysis

P Dep
re

Cred

conQual
score

Comments

fi

fl

fl
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Study

Type of
research

P Dep
re

Cred

conQual
score

Comments

Waring,
Moran &
Page, 2020

Naturalistic
observations
of exercises to
test theory of
decisionmaking
process

2

1

1 High

Main ndings: in disaster, people tend
to seek information without acting, or
act without adequate information. This
does not support the theoretical model
used for comparison.

Wilkinson,
2015

Qualitative
case study

2

1

1 High

Facilitators of situation awareness:
familiarity, changing from guidelines
(adaptation?; awareness of roles and
information requirements of others

Willems et
al, 2013

Realist:
interviews

2

1

1 High

Cognitive (critical thinking, problem
solving); personal (humor, openness,
exibility); inter professional (teamwork,
con ict resolution, cultural
competency); austere environment (selfcare, innovation)

Yanay et al,
2011

Think tank

3

1

2 Low

Trust important for implicit coordination;
ICS too cognitively bulky

Zhuravsky,
2015

Social
constructivist

1

1

1 Very High

Leadership: formal, informal, shared
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Appendix E
Excluded studies

Studies assessed, but not included in the synthesis with justification for exclusion.
1. Alkhaldi, K. H., Austin, M. L., Cura, B. A., Dantzler, D., Holland, L., Maples, D. L., ... &
Marcus, L. J. (2017). Are you ready? Crisis leadership in a hyper-VUCA environment (Part 1 of
2). Journal of Emergency Management, 15(2), 117-132.
Reason for exclusion

Not response

Details

Though the focus was CRM skills, it was not in front line responders,
but in meta leadership (leadership advisors)

Notes

Interestingly, trustworthiness and experience were most valued in the
proposed advisor position.

2. Barnett-Vanes, A., & Guinto, R. L. L. (2013). Disaster curricula in medical and health care
education: adopting an interprofessional approach. Prehospital and disaster medicine, 28(6),
644-645. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1049023X13009114
Reason for exclusion

Not disaster

Details

Curriculum development

Notes

Collaboration important but underemphasized in medical education.

3. Biddison, E. L. D., Gwon, H. S., Schoch-Spana, M., Regenberg, A. C., Juliano, C., Faden, R.
R., & Toner, E. S. (2018). Scarce resource allocation during disasters: a mixed-method
community engagement study. Chest, 153(1), 187-195. https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.chest.2017.08.001
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Reason for exclusion

Not CRM

Details

Public perception of how scarce resources should be allocated in a
disaster. Though ventilator use in critical care (as in a disease outbreak
or mass casualty scenario) is relevant to the response phase, the focus
here was on ethics.

Notes

Scarce resource allocation, by definition, qualifies as a disaster and has
some relevance to disaster studies.

4. Bower, W. A., Hendricks, K., Pillai, S., Guarnizo, J., & Meaney-Delman, D. (2015). Clinical
framework and medical countermeasure use during an anthrax mass-casualty incident: CDC
recommendations. Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report: Recommendations and Reports,
64(4), 1-22. https://www.jstor.org/stable/24840626
Reason for exclusion

Not disaster.

Details

Context was mass casualty incidents in general, but no suggestion that
capacity was exceeded. Indeed, some descriptions of where this might
apply were “routine” flight or ambulance crews.

Notes

Very useful background resource on situational awareness in crisis
management.
“Against a backdrop of experience and preparation, SA in
MCI involves responders anticipating, perceiving, and
appreciating the multi-source relevant information
pertaining to a particular contextually based emergency
event or series of events, producing the ability to establish
and maintain a degree of control over conditions by
handling information and managing resources, roles, and
emotions to balance safety and patient care, thus
facilitating effective action in planning for and responding
to public health and safety needs. (pp. 449-450)
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5. Busby, S., & Witucki-Brown, J. (2011). Theory development for situational awareness in
multi-casualty incidents. Journal of emergency nursing, 37(5), 444-452. https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.jen.2010.07.023
Reason for exclusion

Not CRM

Details

Focus on technical expertise - clinical aspects

Notes

Single protocol can’t be recommended in disaster as response has to be
tailored to local expertise.

6. Carlson, J. M., Alderson, D. L., Stromberg, S. P., Bassett, D. S., Craparo, E. M., GuiterrezVillarreal, F., & Otani, T. (2014). Measuring and modeling behavioral decision dynamics in
collective evacuation. PLoS one, 9(2), e87380. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0087380
Reason for exclusion

Not CRMQuanti cation of decision making.

Details

Quantification of decision making.

Notes

Human behavior collectively “works remarkably well” but in disaster
often completely contrary to good sense.

7. Celik, S., & Corbacioglu, S. (2010). Role of information in collective action in dynamic
disaster environments. Disasters, 34(1), 137-154. https://doi.org/10.1111/
j.1467-7717.2009.01118.x
Not CRM

Details

Technical issues: technology and communications tools.

Notes

“The success of the whole system is associated with the quantity and
quality of information that flows among the connected units” (p. 139).

fi

Reason for exclusion
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8. Chan, Y., Alagappan, K., Gandhi, A., Donovan, C., Tewari, M., & Zaets, S. B. (2006). Disaster
management following the Chi-Chi earthquake in Taiwan. Prehospital and disaster medicine,
21(3), 196. 10.1017/S1049023X00003678
Reason for exclusion

Not CRM

Details

Problems identified with technical aspects of earthquake response

9. Colella, B. (2015). Searching For Unity: Achieving Coordinated and Effective Management of
Large-Scale Disruptive Events (Doctoral dissertation, University of Pittsburgh). http://dscholarship.pitt.edu/id/eprint/24860
Reason for exclusion

Not response

Details

Focus on incident response teams, so response, but administrative
more than response

Notes

Doctoral disseration loaded with excellent information on formal
versus informal leadership, communication, creativity, etc. in crisis
management.

10. Collin, K., Paloniemi, S., & Herranen, S. (2015). INPROF–Promoting teamwork processes
and interprofessional collaboration in emergency work (2010–2012). Studies in Continuing
Education, 37(2), 142-156.
Reason for exclusion

Not disaster

Details

Focus on inter professional collaboration within a single department.

Notes

An example of the confusion of terms and contexts. Interprofessional
and collaboration certainly apply to work within an emergency
department, but is it the same interprofessional collaboration needed
when other agencies are involved in a disaster?
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11. Diglio, M., Benedetto, N., & Raneri, J. (2013). Along came Sandy. JEMS. Retrieved from
https://www.nycremsco.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Sandy-Article-1305JEMS32-39.pdf
Reason for exclusion

Not CRM

Details

Narrative report of mostly technical aspects of hurricane response

Notes

Importance of networking
"Mutual aid isn't something that magically occurs during a disaster...
takes years of prepration, building relationships, writing policies and
procedures..." (p. 32)

12. Donovan, S. L., Salmon, P. M., Horberry, T., & Lenné, M. G. (2018). Ending on a positive:
Examining the role of safety leadership decisions, behaviours and actions in a safety critical
situation. Applied ergonomics, 66, 139-150. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apergo.2017.08.006
Reason for exclusion

Not disaster

Details

Systems approach case study of leadership in mining incident; Event
foreseen, and preparation avoided significant harm

Notes

Useful demonstration of the ability to prevent disaster.

13. Downey, E. L., Andress, K., & Schultz, C. H. (2013). External factors impacting hospital
evacuations caused by Hurricane Rita: the role of situational awareness. Prehospital and disaster
medicine, 28(3), 264. DOI:10.1017/S1049023X13000125
Not CRM

Details

Hospital evacuations hampered by lack of awareness of resources in
the community.

Notes

Factors relating to external situation awareness explored.

:


Reason for exclusion
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14. Endsley, T. C. (2016). An Examination of Cultural Influences on Team Cognition and
Information Sharing in Emergency Crisis Management Domains: A Mixed Methodological
Approach. Retrieved from https://etda.libraries.psu.edu/catalog/13386tce113
Reason for exclusion

Not CRM

Details

Thesis paper on influence of culture on decision making in crisis.

15. Hermansson, H. (2019). Disaster response in Turkey: Conditions promoting cross-sectoral
collaboration and implications for effectiveness. Administration & Society, 51(7), 1051-1078.
https://doi.org/10.1177/0095399716680058
Reason for exclusion

Not response

Details

More recovery than response (“during the first few weeks”),
collaboration in earthquake from administrative point of view
(collaborative governance).

Notes

Trust and preexisting relationships highly influential in increasing
collaboration.

16. Hu, Q., Knox, C. C., & Kapucu, N. (2014). What have we learned since September 11, 2001?
A network study of the Boston marathon bombings response. Public Administration Review,
74(6), 698-712. https://doi.org/10.1111/puar.12284
Reason for exclusion

Not CRM

Details

Technical communications issues in response and capacity building

Notes

Emphasis on evolvement of command and control in disaster to
collaboration and coordination. Importance of networks (planned and
emergent).
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17. Joynt, G. M., Loo, S., Taylor, B. L., Margalit, G., Christian, M. D., Sandrock, C., ... &
Sprung, C. L. (2010). Coordination and collaboration with interface units. Intensive care
medicine, 36(1), 21-31. https://doi.org/10.1007/s00134-010-1762-3
Reason for exclusion

Not CRM, disaster response, but only within hospital units

Details

Recommendations for hospital pandemic plans.

Notes

Guidelines not enough, need adequate training to implement them.

18. Kaplowitz, L., Reece, M., Hershey, J. H., Gilbert, C. M., & Subbarao, I. (2007). Regional
health system response to the Virginia Tech mass casualty incident. Disaster medicine and public
health preparedness, 1(S1), S9-S13. DOI:10.1097/DMP.0b013e318149f5a2
Reason for exclusion

Not CRM

Details

Description of outcomes of patients from mass shootings.

Notes

Success attributed to aspects of DRM.

19. Kristiansen, E., Sørensen, J. L., Carlström, E., & Magnussen, L. I. (2017). Time to rethink
Norwegian maritime collaboration exercises. International Journal of Emergency Services.
https://doi.org/10.1111/1468-5973.12235
Reason for exclusion

Not response

Details

Effect of exercises to learn collaboration

20. Lerner, E. B., Billittier IV, A. J., O'Connor, R. E., Allswede, M. P., Blackwell, T. H., Wang,
H. E., & White, L. J. (2005). Linkages of acute care and EMS to state and local public health
programs: application to public health programs. Journal of Public Health Management and
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Practice, 11(4), 291-297. Retrieved from http://ovidsp.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi?
T=JS&PAGE=reference&D=ovfth&NEWS=N&AN=00124784-200507000-00005
21. O’Connor, R. E., Lerner, E. B., Allswede, M., Billittier IV, A. J., Blackwell, T., Hunt, R.
C., ... & Wolff, B. (2004). Linkages of acute care and emergency medical services to state and
local public health programs: the role of interactive information systems for responding to events
resulting in mass injury. Prehospital Emergency Care, 8(3), 237-253. https://doi.org/
10.1080/312704000255
Reason for exclusion

Not CRM

Details

Consensus meeting on collaboration, public health and first responders

Notes

Communication and standardization needed but focus was on technical
aspects of these.

22. Linney, A. C., Kernohan, W. G., & Higginson, R. (2011). The identification of competencies
for an NHS response to chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and explosive (CBRNe)
emergencies. International emergency nursing, 19(2), 96-105. https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.ienj.2010.04.001
Reason for exclusion

Not CRM, not response speci c

23. Little, M., Cooper, J., Gope, M., Hahn, K. A., Kibar, C., McCoubrie, D., ... & Leclercq, M.
(2012). ‘Lessons learned’: A comparative case study analysis of an emergency department
response to two burns disasters. Emergency Medicine Australasia, 24(4), 420-429. https://

fi

doi.org/10.1111/j.1742-6723.2012.01578.x
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Not CRM

Details

Systemic issues

Notes

Recommended regular disaster training.
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24. Mbewe, C., & Jones, M. (2013). Hurricane Sandy: competencies needed to contend with
natural disasters. MedSurg Nursing, 22(4), S1-S1.
Reason for exclusion

Opinion piece

Details

Description of why preidentified components of CRM are important

25. McLennan, J., Holgate, A. M., Omodei, M. M., & Wearing, A. J. (2006). Decision making
effectiveness in wildfire incident management teams. Journal of Contingencies and Crisis
Management, 14(1), 27-37. https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-5973.2006.00478.x
Reason for exclusion

Not response (not front line)

Details

Incident management teams responding to wildfires; administrators
not on scene

Notes

Communications within the leadership team, cross monitoring and
supporting found valuable.

26. Mikalsen, R. F., Durgun, Ö., Orosz, K., & Honfi, D. (2020). Efficient emergency responses to
vehicle collision, earthquake, snowfall, and flooding on highways and bridges: A review. Journal
of Emergency Management (Weston, Mass.), 18(1), 51-72.
Reason for exclusion

Not response

Details

Resilience and reconstruction
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27. Nates, J. L. (2004). Combined external and internal hospital disaster: impact and response in
a Houston trauma center intensive care unit. Critical care medicine, 32(3), 686-690. doi:
10.1097/01.CCM.0000114995.14120.6D
Reason for exclusion

Not CRM

Details

Technical aspects of hospital disaster management

28. Neville, K., O’Riordan, S., Pope, A., Rauner, M., Rochford, M., Madden, M., ... & O‘Brien,
C. Developing a decision support tool and training system for multi-agency decision making
during an emergency. Retrieved from https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Sheila_Oriordan/
publication/332178997_Developing_a_decision_support_tool_and_training_system_for_multiagency_decision_making_during_an_emergency/links/5ca4ac9c299bf1b86d61cf5a/Developinga-decision-support-tool-and-training-system-for-multi-agency-decision-making-during-anemergency.pdf
Reason for exclusion

Not response

Details

Description of holistic tool for disaster preparedness, risk
communication, recovery, etc

29. Romundstad, L., Sundnes, K. O., Pillgram-Larsen, J., Roste, G. K., & Gilbert, M. (2004).
Challenges of major incident management when excess resources are allocated: experiences
from a mass casualty incident after roof collapse of a military command center. Prehospital and
disaster medicine, 19(2), 179-184.
Reason for exclusion

Not disaster:
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Details

"As resources were ample, this was a mass casualty, not a
disaster." (p. 179)

Notes

Large event (417 responders, 76 casualties) but adequacy of
preparation, resources, and personnel demonstrate how disaster is
defined relative to capacity. As might be expected for an emergency
but not a disaster, command and control management was praised in
this event.

30. Orlando, S., Danna, D., Giarratano, G., Prepas, R., & Johnson, C. B. (2010). Perinatal
considerations in the hospital disaster management process. Journal of Obstetric, Gynecologic &
Neonatal Nursing, 39(4), 468-479. https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1552-6909.2010.01158.x
Reason for exclusion

Not CRM

Details

Issues speci c to perinatal patients in disaster

31. Pryor, E., Heck, E., Norman, L., Weiner, B., Matthews, R., Black, J., & Terndrup, T. (2006).
Integrated decision-making in response to weapons of mass destruction incidents: development
and initial evaluation of a course for healthcare professionals. Prehospital and disaster medicine,
21(1), 24. 10.1017/S1049023X00003289
Reason for exclusion

Educational assessment

Details

Report of exercise development, implementation, and evaluation

Notes

Self rated perception of capabilities related to decision making
improved with the exercise.

32. Rietjens, S. J., Verlaan, K., Zaalberg, T. W. B., & De Boer, S. J. (2009). Inter-organisational
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